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ABSTRACT
Six ball plugs were used to seal the oil lines in Jaguar cylinder heads using the press-fit process. 
The balls were made out of the 7075 A1 alloy and were produced by forging, whereas the heads 
were made from the 319 A1 alloy and were low pressure cast at the Essex Aluminum Plant 
(EAP), and machined at the Cleveland Engine Plant (CEP). The ball plugs were inserted at the 
CEP. Leaking was observed through the ball plugs during the CEP engine quality control 
operation.
An investigation was launched to determine and eliminate the cause of the leaks. In order to 
isolate the main leak culprits, tests were subdivided into sections, which included: the heat 
treatment parameters applied to the 319 A1 cylinder heads; metallurgical and geometrical 
characterization of the ball plug including: ball and casting microstructural analysis, hardness 
and homogeneity analysis, casting scratch and compression tests, characterization of the 
ball/casting hole wall interface, ball plug insertion and pressure tightness tests, effect of the 
insertion speed, ball lubrication and casting microhardness on the insertion force; geometrical 
investigation of the cylinder head boss design; leak mechanisms SEM/EDS investigation, as well 
as the Finite Element Analysis of the stress distribution in the ball and cylinder plug systems.
As a result of these studies it was recommended that the cylindrical plugs should replace the ball 
plugs. CEP acted on this recommendation by replacing the ball plugs with the cylindrical plugs 
at 4 of the 6 plug locations where the leaks occurred most frequently.
iv
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1. Background
Ford Essex A lum inum  Plant (EAP), and Cleveland Engine Plant (CEP), proposed 
a M aste r’s thesis project addressing an oil line ball plug leaking problem  in EA P cast 
3 .0L  D E W /Jaguar cylinder heads.
A  ball plug system  is used to seal the oil lines in this cylinder head. The leaking 
problem  developed at the CEP in O ctober o f 1999. Ford C EP data show ed that 
considerably m ore cylinder heads leaked w hen they were heat treated at EA P as opposed 
to  being heat treated at B & W  H eat Treatm ent o f Kitchener, Ontario. B & W  is responsible 
for the heat treatm ent o f the m ajority o f the EA P castings sent to  the CEP.
1.2. Scope of this Work
This project had a num ber o f objectives. The m ost im portant one w as being the
elim ination o f the ball plug leaking problem  from  the 3.0L D EW /Jaguar cylinder heads.
In order to accom plish this goal the follow ing steps were taken:
1. O ptim ization o f the cylinder head EA P heat treatm ent in order to  im prove the m atrix  
hom ogeneity and decrease its m icrohardness from  110 (iHV (the current EA P heat 
treatm ent), to 95 (iHV defined by the N SER C /Ford/U niversity o f W indsor Industrial 
Research Chair (IRC) in L ight M etals Casting Technology as being the optim al 
m icrohardness.
2. Perform ed m etallurgical and geom etrical ball plug analysis. These studies included 
m icrostructural im age analysis, hardness and hom ogeneity investigation o f the 
alum inum  m atrix, casting scratch testing, ball com pression testing, characterization 
o f the ball plug/casting hole interface, as well as the ball plug insertion and pressure 
tightness testing. G eom etrical investigation included analysis o f the cylinder head 
design, “long” vs. “short” bosses, boss drilled hole centricity as w ell as the m axim um  
vs. m inim um  boss w all thickness.
1
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3. Identification o f the leaking m echanism s present in the oil line ball plug system  and 
their causes through the Scanning E lectron M icroscopy/Electron D ispersion 
Spectrom etry (SEM /ED S) analysis.
4. Identification o f the ball plug stress distribution through the F inite E lem ent Analysis 
(FEA), as w ell as offer and test alternative plug system  designs to be im plem ented at 
CEP.
2
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1. 7075 Al -  Ball Plug
2.1.1. Development of Phases During the Solidification of the 7075 Al 
Alloy
The ball p lug m aterial is m ade from  a 7075 A l-Zn-M g-Cu alloy. The chem ical 
com position requirem ents o f this alloy are given in Table 1 [1].
Table 1. Chemical composition of the 7075 Al alloy weight percentage. [1]
Chemical
Element
Si Fe Cu Mg Cr Zn
Com position 
wt. %
<0.40 <0.50 1 .2 - 2 .0 2 .1 - 2 .9 0 .1 8 - 0 .2 8 5 .1 - 6 .1
D uring solidification phase precipitation in this alloy four distinct reactions have 
been identified, as Table 2 [1] indicates.




First reaction: liq -> Al, dendritic netw ork
Second reaction: liq -> Al + A ^F e  
(metallography and EDXS)
Third reaction: liq -> Al + M g2Si 
(metallography and EDXS)
Fourth reaction: liq -> Al + A l2Cu + M gZn2 + A l2M g2Zn 3  
(EDXS)
3
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V ariation in  the cooling rate during the solidification process has a slight effect on 
the tem perature o f phase form ation, how ever the order o f precipitated phases rem ains the 
sam e [1].
M etallographic analysis o f the alloy m icrostructure allows the identification o f 
individual phases in the alloy, as can be see below  in Figure l(a ,b ) [1].
- X y  \\
s s d \  5 5 i  ) \
(a) (b)
Figure l(a,b) 7075 Al alloy microstructure in an as polished condition, cooling rate of 0.3 °C/s. 
Numerical labels represent the following phase distributions:
1 -  Al3Fe, 2 -  Mg2 Si, 3 -  eutectic regions containing MgZn2, Al2Cu and Al2Mg3Zn3 . [1]
In general the m echanical properties o f as-cast alloys are not optim ized. This is 
due m ainly to  slow  cooling rates used in industrial castings, which result in  clum ping o f 
hard phases (A ^Fe, M g 2 Si and M gZn 2 ) into blocky structures. The resulting segregation 
greatly weakens the m atrix o f the alloy as it leaves it free o f precipitates. The m atrix  is 
m ore prone to ductile deform ation.
In order to raise the alloy’s yield strength and im prove its m echanical properties 
som e form  o f a solution treatm ent is necessary. 7075 Al alloy can be subjected to a 
variety o f solution treatm ents, and each treatm ent offers a degree o f im provem ent in the 
m atrix hom ogeneity, the m echanical properties, and dim ensional stability. These three 
factors are linked, so that im provem ents in one o f them  affect the other tw o. The idea 
behind the heat treatm ent is to m axim ize all three properties.
4
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2.1.2. Precipitation of Secondary Phases and Their Effect on the 
Mechanical Properties
The m ost com m on solution heat treatm ent sequence used in the industry is the T6 
condition. By definition alloys heat treated in this way achieve a stable strength w ithin a 
few  w eeks o f the heat treatm ent. These alloys are not cold w orked after solution 
treatm ent and their m echanical properties and dim ensional stability is substantially 
im proved by precipitation hardening [2].
Each step o f the heat treatm ent controls the state o f secondary precipitates. By 
optim izing the choice o f tim e and tem perature for the solution heat treatm ent, the 
quenching rate, and the tem perature profile, as well as the artificial ageing tim e, and 
tem perature, optim um  alloy properties can be achieved.
For precipitation hardening to occur tw o conditions m ust be m et in  the alloy 
system. First, the secondary phase m ust be soluble into the m atrix  at an elevated 
tem perature. The second condition requires the solubility o f the secondary phase in the 
m atrix  to decrease with decreasing tem perature so that it can be trapped in  the solid 
solution upon quenching [3].
During the solution treatm ent secondary phase is released into the m atrix. In 
order to dissolve the phase effectively, the tem perature chosen has to be below  the 
m elting point o f the phase yet h igh enough to allow phase dissolution.
The first step o f precipitation hardening occurs during the quenching process after 
the solution treatm ent. A  net o f phase clusters called G uiner-Preston (GP, in honor of 
their discovery) zones is form ed in the m atrix. They are coherent w ith the surrounding 
m atrix, but are harder than the m atrix  [3],
Artificial ageing evolves precipitation hardening. GP zones grow into larger 
clum ps. Crystallographic phase coherency w ith the m atrix is m aintained up to the peak 
hardness o f the alloy. As the coherency betw een the particles and the m atrix  is lost, 
hardness decreases along w ith o ther m echanical properties o f the alloy.
In general the precipitation sequence often observed in age hardenable alloys is as 
outlined in Table 3 [4],
5
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D ifferent from  
m atrix
Fully or partial H eterogeneous
3 E quilibrium
D ifferent from  
m atrix
N on-coherent H eterogeneous
Som e alloy system s how ever, do not exhibit either G P zones or interm ediate 
precipitates. This is observed w hen the size betw een the solute and solvent atom s is less 
than 12% and w hen the crystallographic structure is sim ple [4],
G P zones often nucleate in different shapes depending on the difference in atom ic 
radii betw een the precipitate form ing atoms. Shapes thus far observed include: spheres, 
disks, plates, and rods. A l-Zn-M g alloy system s have an atom ic m isfit that is less than 
3% and form  spherical GP zones.
A  precise analysis o f the precipitation sequence from  a saturated solid solution 
(sss) in the 7075 A1 alloy was done by V iana et al. [5], The order observed is as follows:
sss => G.P.zones =^ri'=>r]
GP zones have a com position close to that o f M gZn that is fully coherent w ith the 
m atrix, r | ’ is a m etastable precipitate w ith a com position and crystal structure close to 
that o f M gZn 2 , bu t w ith a sem i-coherent interface w ith alum inum . A nd r| is the 
equilibrium  precipitate M gZn 2  w ith  a hexagonal crystal structure and an incoherent 
interface with the m atrix  [5].
A lloy strengthening resulting from  these secondary phases can be quantified in 
term s o f particle distribution, shape, volum e fraction, average particle diam eter, and 
m ean interparticle spacing in the m atrix. A ll these factors are interrelated so that 
changing one o f them  affects the rest [3],
6
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V iana et al. discovered that the distribution o f the secondary phases in 7075 A1 
alloy depends m ostly on the heat treatm ent procedure used. A  T6 tem per heat treatm ent 
m icrostructural analysis revealed a high density o f fine precipitates distributed 
hom ogeneously in the alum inum  m atrix. The precipitates were m ainly the r)’ w ith small 
am ounts o f the GP zones and the r\ being present as well. To dissolve the less stable GP 
zones and r j’ precipitates ageing tem peratures higher than 180°C w ere found to be m ost 
effective [5],
V iana et al. however, did not report reactions occurring after the T| phase 
form ation. M ondolfo [6] did a m ore detailed study o f secondary phase nucleation. The 
form ation sequence observed by him  is given below.
sss  = >  G .P .zones => 77' = >  n  (MgZn  2 ) = > T ( ( A I ,  Zn  ) 48 Mg  3 2 )
By the 1970’s all o f the above phases have been docum ented by num erous 
researchers using Transm ission Electron M icroscopy (TEM ) com bined w ith X-ray 
techniques. A  critical literature review  done at that tim e m apped the precipitate evolution 
during the artificial ageing.
A study done by Schm alzried and Gerold [7] on an A l-3.5Zn-6.3M g alloy aged 
below  130°C revealed spherical GP zones. X-ray diffraction show ed the m akeup o f the 
zones to be layers o f  zinc and m agnesium  atoms. G uin ier’s observations how ever 
revealed tw o types o f GP zones: one containing pure or nearly pure zinc, and the other as 
detected by Schm alzried and Gerold. Investigations by Polm ear [8] revealed that the 
com position and structure o f the GP zones is sim ilar over a w ide range o f com positions.
Studies done by Em bury and N icholson [9] on an A l-5.9Zn-2.9M g aged at 135°C 
for 20 m inutes, and 180°C for 10 m inutes exposed sim ilar zone distribution suggesting 
that an increase in tem perature increases the rate o f zone form ation. The analysis o f the 
phase structure how ever show ed that as the tem perature is increased the m orphology 
becom es m ore angular. Lym an and V ander Sande [10] observed sim ilar phase behaviour 
in the A l-5Zn-2M g alloy aged betw een the tem peratures o f 30 and 150°C. They 
discovered that at increased tem peratures the GP zone structure changes from  spherical to
7
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hexagonal. Since the successive r j’ phase has a hexagonal structure, these structures 
w ere interpreted as precursors to this phase.
Schm alzried and Gerold [7], as well as Em bury and N icholson [9] all detected the 
r | and r j ’ phases. Their developm ent was observed after extensive ageing at tem peratures 
betw een 150 and 180°C. Observed structures varied betw een 6 or 8-sided plates and 
rods.
The T phase was identified in the alloys aged for extensive periods o f tim e at 
tem peratures ranging from  190 to 300°C. The detected structures were body-centered- 
cubic [6].
One o f A l-Zn-M g alloy tradem arks is the form ation o f Precipitate Free Zones 
(PFZ) during artificial ageing. These are thin band regions 0 .5 |im  across, free o f 
precipitates. They are located adjacent to the grain boundaries as Figure 2 indicates [6].
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) PFZ in an Al-5.9Zn-2.9Mg alloy water quenched to 0°C and aged at 180°C for 3 hours.
(b) Double PFZ in the above alloy quenched into acetone at -95°C, aged at 180°C for 2 hours, 
held at room temperature for 8 days and aged at 180°C for 2 hours. [6]
Em bury and N icholson [9] suggest that these regions form  due to the grain 
boundary acting as a vacancy sink during the quenching o f the alloy. This results in a 
vacancy density gradient around the grain boundary. The authors proposed that
8
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vacancies are chem ical nuclei o f the precipitates. Form ing precipitates requires a  critical 
vacancy density at a given ageing tem perature to nucleate. The edge o f the PFZ outlines 
this critical vacancy density.
In their experim ents Lorim er and N icholson [11] discovered that rapid quenching 
follow ed by im m ediate high tem perature ageing results in a coarse m atrix precipitate 
distribution and a w ide PFZ. Introduction o f a short, low tem perature (100°C) ageing 
treatm ent betw een quenching and high tem perature artificial ageing results in refined 
precipitates and narrow  PFZ. This translates into im provem ents in the m echanical 
properties o f the alloy.
A STM  standard B-247 [12] specifies the solution tem perature for the 7075 Al 
alloy m ust be in the range o f 465-480°C . A rtificial ageing tem perature for the T6 tem per 
condition should how ever be at 120°C, and a T7 tw o stage tem per should be at 107°C for 
the first stage follow ed by 163-177°C for the second stage depending on the product.
Experim ental results by V iana et al. [5] clearly indicate the necessity o f a higher 
tem perature for the artificial ageing to dissolve unstable phases and m axim ize the 
m echanical properties o f the alloy.
The com pany that m anufactures the ball plugs (Hoover Precision Products) uses a 
solution treatm ent tem perature o f 493°C  for 1 hour follow ed by a w ater quench. The 
ageing tem perature is 121°C for 24 hours [13]. This process does not m axim ize the 
m echanical properties and is detrim ental to the sealing properties o f the ball p lug as it 
w ill be shown later in this thesis.
It is im portant to note that the above heat treatm ent does not account for further 
artificial ageing o f the alloy during the engine operation. Tem peratures reached during 
that period m ost likely exceed 120°C range. This m ight result in the overageing o f the 
alloy, and a deterioration o f its m echanical properties. As a result the seal stability m ight 
be reduced and the ball plug leaking m ight develop.
The 7000 series alloys have the highest m echanical properties am ong the other 
alum inum  alloys, due to the high volum e fraction o f the M gZn 2  available for 
precipitation. M gZn com pounds are the precipitates causing hardening o f the 7000 series 
alum inum  alloys and G P zones can be interpreted as Zn clusters to w hich M g m oves at a 
slow er rate. It is reported by Sahin et al. [14] that the approxim ate GP zone solvus
9
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tem perature for these alloys is in the 110-165°C range. The tem perature is dependent on 
the M g content, w hich has an effect on the solution o f the GP zones. Low  vacancy and 
M g content m ay result in low  volum e fraction o f the GP zones. This in  turn  reduces the 
am ount o f solute necessary for precipitation during ageing, w hich decreases the 
properties o f the m aterial.
The authors [14] also observed the effect o f interm etallic particles form ing from  
elem ents such as Cr, Fe, M n, and Zr, and their effect on the m echanical properties o f the 
7075 Al alloy. These high tem perature interm etallics do not readily  diffuse into the 
m atrix  during the solution treatm ent, and during subsequent quenching they offer 
heterogeneous precipitation sites for interm ediate secondary phases. It has been 
suggested that the form ation o f coarse precipitates on these interm etallic particles reduces 
the am ount o f solute available for solute strengthening and precipitate form ation during 
subsequent ageing [15].
It was observed that the CrA l7 phase precipitates as coarse prim ary crystals during 
the solidification o f the 7075 Al alloy ingots as illustrated in F igure 3a. D uring the 
forging operation these crystals are broken up to form  stringers as illustrated  in Figure 3b. 
Solution treatm ent has little effect on dissolving these phases and their presence reduces 
the m echanical properties o f the final product.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) Coarse primary crystal of CrAl7 in an alloy 7075 ingot (as polished condition).
(b) Stringer of CrAl7 crystals in the sheet rolled from the alloy 7075 ingot (0.5% HF, 10s). [15]
10
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2.1.3. Six Steps in the Ball Plug Production Process Employed by 
Hoover Precision Products
H oover Precision Products (HPP) forge and polish the ball-plugs for Ford M otor 
C om pany. B efore this takes place however, the alloy is cast at an outside source into 
cylindrical ingot shapes. D uring this process som e degree o f segregation takes place at 
the surface and w alls o f the ingot as illustrated in Figure 4 [15].
Figure 4. Section through the edge of an alloy 7075 ingot, direct-chill semicontinuous cast. The 
constituents that have segregated near the surface are mainly Al-MgZn2, iron-containing phases, and 
Mg2Si. Dilute Keller’s reagent. [15]
The ingots are then delivered to the H PP for further processing. D ue to the 
alum ina films observed in the subsurface region o f the ball in the finished product (as 
will be shown later), it is believed that the quality o f the m etal used to cast the ingots is 
poor w ith the level o f oxide film s being above the acceptable tolerance level.
The ball form ing and polishing process involves six steps. These are presented in 
F igure 5 [16].
11
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1. W ire rod is cut to length, slightly larger than the 
volum e o f the finished ball.
2. The cut slug is cold  forged in tool steel/carbide dies to 
produce a cold headed ball.
3. Trim m ing operation know n as flashing rem oves the 
“equator” and “poles” giving the ball a round fin ish.
4. H eat treating hardens the alum inum  ball.
5. The ball is ground to achieve the approxim ate size.
6. Lapping gives a brilliant finish, as the ball is polished to the 
exact size.
Figure 5. The six production steps used at Hoover Precision Products for manufacturing the 7075 Al ball 
plugs [16].
12
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Steps 1 and 2 are designed to form  the ball shape, whereas steps 3 to 6 refine the 
ball dim ensions and its m icrostructure.
The first step involves cutting the w ire rod into slugs slightly larger than the 
volum e o f  the ball. This operation has alm ost no effect on the m icrostructure.
D uring the second step the ball m icrostructure is directionalized according to  the 
stresses applied on the outer surface through the forging process. It has been observed by 
the author that the subsurface o f the fin ished ball is m ade up o f flattened laps separated 
by th in  oxide films. These im purities cannot be introduced into the ball m aterial in  the 
six production steps, as the tem perature o f  the solution treatm ent is not high enough to 
liquify the ball m icrostructure. These im purities m ust therefore be introduced prior to the 
form ing and m achining o f the ball structure at the casting stage. The forging operation 
elongates the oxide film s in the ball subsurface region and orients them  parallel to the 
rolling direction as illustrated in Figure 6.
V
W ire rod is cut to length. Oxide film s already ex ist in 
the slug but are dispersed.
The cut slug is cold forged into the ball shape. 
Subsurface oxide film s align them selves parallel to 
the rolling direction.
Figure 6. Development of the oxide film alignment in the 7075 Al ball plugs due to the forging operation.
13
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A n exam ple o f  the forging effect on the oxide layer orientation has been 
previously  observed in  other alum inum  alloys as illustrated in Figure 7 [15]. These 
trapped im purities prove to be detrim ental to the m echanical properties as they form  




The th ird  operation being the flash rem oval o f the “equator” and the “poles” 
developed during the forging process m ost likely has little effect on the ball 
m icrostructure at this point.
As described earlier the heat treatm ent used at HPP is a single step solution 
treatm ent at 493°C for 1 hour follow ed by rapid quenching and artificial ageing at 121°C 
for 24 hours [13]. It is believed that the heat treatm ent param eters used at H PP are 
inadequate, and do not recrystallize the considerably deform ed grain structure effectively. 
A ppropriate heat treatm ent param eters will be discussed in  C hapter 3.
B esides not being able to recrystallize the m icrostructure effectively, the heat 
treatm ent operation utilized by H PP m ight offer an opportunity for the developm ent o f 
additional subsurface oxides. It is possible that during the forging operation sm all 
m icrocracks are developed in the ball due to  the very high stress fields present in  the ball
14
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(b)
(a) Oxide inclusion in direct-chill semi-continuous cast ingot of alloy 2024 (as polished).
(b) Stringer produced in alloy 1100 sheet during rolling of an oxide inclusion (as polished). [15]
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m aterial. These cracks radiate from  the ball surface and penetrate into the subsurface 
region. Upon heat treatm ent, oxidation occurs on these freshly exposed surfaces and the 
ball subsurface if  w eakened further.
D evelopm ent o f m icrocracks in the 7075 Al alloy during the forging operation has 
been  previously docum ented as show n in Figure 8 [15]. These cracks occur in the 
d irection parallel to the lines o f forging and are both  intergranular and transgranular.
Figure 8. Fold, or lap, at a machined fillet in a 7075-T6 forging. Defect was continuous before 
machining. Keller’s reagent. [15]
The last tw o grinding operations have little effect on the already form ed 
m icrostructure. O utside layers o f  laps form ed during the forging operation are m ost 
likely rem oved at this point. How ever, their rem oval is only partial leaving a great 
m ajority  of trapped oxide films in the ball subsurface.
15
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2.1.4. Microstructural Properties of the 7075 Al Alloy
A  study done by Lee et al. [17] has quantified the effects o f com pressive stress- 
strain and tem perature on the m atrix plastic flow response and the evolution o f the 
m icrostructure o f the 7075 Al alloy during the dynamic im pact deform ation. Considering 
these properties com bined w ith strain hardening, rate sensitivity and therm al softening of 
the m aterial the authors were able to use an equation to describe the dynamic im pact 
deform ation behaviour o f this alloy.
It is know n that the m echanical behaviour o f the m aterial depends to a large 
extent on the initial m icrostructure as well as on the precipitate size and distribution as 
described above. These param eters com bined with tem perature and strain rate, effect the 
plastic flow  behaviour.
D uring the dynam ic-com pression tests it was discovered that the effect of 
tem perature on the flow  stress is m ore pronounced than that o f the strain rate on flow 
stress [17]. Flow  softening appeared m ore clearly as the tem perature increased even for 
specim ens loaded at high strain rates. This suggests that the alloy m atrix ability to hold 
its shape decreases w ith increasing tem perature. C onsidering the high operating 
tem peratures o f the engine, and the com pressive stresses applied to the ball plug 
(calculated in Chapter 8) at the ball/casting interface, a possib ility  o f alloy softening 
exists w ith increased tem peratures o f the engine head. This w ould be detrim ental to the 
sealing properties o f the plug.
The equation used to predict the high rate and high tem perature deform ation 
behaviour o f  the 7075 Al alloy was proposed by K obayashi and D odd [17]:
a  = OoeVYI-PAT)
where: a -  flow  stress 
e -  plastic strain 
n -  w ork hardening coefficient 
£' -  the strain rate 
m  -  strain rate sensitivity index 
AT -  change in  tem perature 
Go, [3 - constants
16
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U sing this equation the authors were able to m odel the true stress-strain 
relationship for the alloy as it depends on the tem perature, and com pare these predictions 
w ith experim ental results as show n in Figure 9 [17].






, 'frue Strain ;:
Figure 9. Comparison between experimental stress-strain results and theoretical predictions for a strain 
rate of 3 .1xl03 s'1 for the 7075 Al alloy. [17]
The authors [17] have also analyzed the shear band surfaces o f cracked samples. 
The structure o f these regions is characterized by the sm ooth surface w ith fine striations 
running parallel to the shear direction. Prim ary and secondary cracks are visible on the 
surface, which suggests the brittleness o f the alloy, as shown in Figure 10.
400X
Figure 10. Shear fracture surface of 7075 Al alloy specimen tested at 300°C and strain rate of 3 .1xl03 s'1 
as observed by the SEM. [17]
17
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The m acro and m icrostructure o f this surface is very sim ilar to the ball sheared 
surface as will be show n in C hapter 7, suggesting that a sim ilar dynam ic loading 
m echanism  occurs in the ball plug system  during the insertion process.
A lloy form ing effects are very significant to m icrostructural developm ent. In a 
paper by Shin et al. [18] cavity stringer distribution was investigated in the 7075 Al alloy 
rolled at two ratios o f 70 and 90% , and then tensile tested. G rain size, secondary particle 
distribution and cavity stringer form ations were all analyzed.
It was discovered that a low er rolling ratio produced larger grain size and cavity 
stringers that were aligned along the rolling direction at all tim es irrespective o f  stress 
direction applied afterw ards during the tensile testing. A  stringer type distribution o f 
second phase particles was observed along the ro lling  direction [18].
H ow ever, w hen a higher rolling ratio w as used it was revealed that the grain size 
decreased and the cavities in the alloy becam e aligned along the tensile direction applied 
during the testing procedures. Second phase particle distribution was observed to  be 
uniform . The authors pointed out that cavities pre-nucleate at coarse Fe and Si rich 
particles and the new ly nucleated particles prom ote direction cavity alignm ent [18],
These observations directly relate to the ball forging operation. D uring the ball 
form ing, the alloy pellets are rolled into the ball shape. As the rolling takes place the 
m aterial at the surface o f the ball is deform ed m ore than the m aterial inside the ball. In 
other words the rolling ratios vary w ith depth from  the surface, w ith the greatest ratios 
existing at the surface, and the sm allest in the centre o f the ball. Cavities form ed in the 
ball subsurface region are directly related to the rolling process. Their m agnitude and 
distribution affects the sealing properties o f the ball plug and often aids the ball shearing 
m echanism  as w ill be shown in C hapter 7.
18
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2.1.5. 7075 Al Alloy Improvements
In  order to im prove the m echanical properties o f the 7075 A l alloy an 
im provem ent in the heat or m echanical treatm ent is necessary. It is possible to com bine 
these tw o treatm ents into one process. El-B aradie et al. [19] suggested tw o separate 
double therm om echanical treatm ents for the 7075 Al alloy. In the first treatm ent the 
alloy is hom ogenized, ho t rolled, recrystallized and hot water quenched. This is follow ed 
by co ld  rolling and further recrystallization w ith a hot water quench at the end o f the 
process [19].
The second procedure presented by the sam e authors involves hom ogenization, 
hot rolling, recrystallization w ith hot w ater quenching, solid solution heat treatm ent 
follow ed by over-ageing, hot and co ld  rolling and then recrystallization follow ed by a hot 
w ater quench to end the process [19]. Tem perature and tim e param eters for both 
processes are presented in Table 4  [19].
U se o f these tw o m ethods was found to lead to a decrease in the grain size and an 
increase in strength and ductility o f the 7075 Al alloy.
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The authors [19] argue that by controlling the precipitation o f Zn, M g, Cu and Cr, 
fine equiaxed grains can be obtained. A nother way of obtaining a fine m icrostructure is 
by cold deform ation, w hich was found by the authors to accelerate the rate o f 
recrystallization.
The w eakest ball structure exists in the ball subsurface region w here elongated 
grains are dom inant. D uring the ball plug insertion process these grains offer little 
resistance to the shear stresses developed in the ball subsurface at the contact region. 
They sim ply shear away from  the ball as w ill be shown and discussed in C hapter 7. It is 
then im portant to control the geom etry and orientation o f the grains in  the ball subsurface 
to m axim ize the m echanical properties in that area o f the ball. D ouble therm om echanical 
treatm ent offers a way o f doing ju st that, and it is an alternative solution to the ball 
shearing problem .
A nother solution lies in the use o f m etal matrix com posites (M M C) in place o f  the 
7075 Al alloy. Several papers have review ed available com posite alloys as alternatives to 
the 7075 Al alloy.
Sahin e t al. [14] have found that Al 7075/TiCp M M C  displays accelerated ageing 
and quench sensitivity as com pared to the base Al 7075 alloy. This was linked to the 
presence of high diffusivity paths and nucleation sites, such as vacancies and high density 
o f dislocations, causing precipitation o f GP zones or interm ediate phases. The difference 
in the coefficient o f therm al expansion betw een the m atrix  and the T iC  particulate 
ceram ic reinforcem ents was found to result in substantial stresses generating dislocations 
at and near the m atrix  ceram ic interface [14].
The authors observed that the presence o f TiC particulates in the alloy changes 
the state of the precipitates. V olum e o f the GP zones decreases, w hereas the volum e of 
the r | ’ precipitates increases. As a result com posite sam ples show low er hardness values 
after the ageing treatm ents especially at high ageing tem perature, although the as-cast 
hardness values are greater than the unreinforced alloy sam ple [14].
It is clear then that the use o f this specific M M C in the heat treated condition does 
not offer benefits over the conventional alloy. Its use is beneficial in  the as-cast condition 
due to the im proved m echanical properties, and low er cost o f production.
20
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Singh et al. [20] have studied the effects o f the m echanical alloying o f the 7075 
Al alloy w ith SiC particulates. Their em phasis w as on m aking the SEM  observations of 
the changing m icrostructure o f the SiC particles as a function o f the m illing tim e [20]. 
The particles w ere observed to change m orphology from  flaky to equiaxed structure. 
SEM  observations have confirm ed the presence o f precipitates rich  in  Al, Cu, M g, and Zn 
and X R D  has show n these precipitates to be M gZn2 and C uA 12 [20], Identification of 
these phases confirm s studies done in this area by other researchers.
Lee et al. [21] have also m ade studies w ith Carbon reinforcem ents in the 7075 Al 
alloy. In this case the reinforcem ents were fibers. The tools used to quantify the 
interaction betw een fibers and the surrounding m atrix were: observations o f  the strain 
rate and tem perature effects on the flow behaviour, and fractographic observations o f the 
fractured surface. As in the case o f the previous study [17], the results show ed that the 
flow stress is dependant on both  the strain rate and tem perature. As the tem perature 
increases though, the dependence o f flow stress on tem perature decreases [21]. The 
fracture strain was found to be greater at low strain rates. It increased how ever in the 
dynam ic range. The fracture features were observed to be related  to both the effects o f 
tem perature and fracture strain. A n exam ple o f the strain effect on fracture appearance is 
given in  Figure 11 [21].
(a) (b)
Figure 11. Fracture features of 7075 Al /1 5  wt.% C composite specimens deformed at 25°C under strain 
rates of: (a) 10'1 s'1, and (b) 3.3xl03 s'1. [21]
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A t low -rate deform ation, fracture is characterized by extensive fiber delam ination 
and debonding from  the matrix. This is accom panied by bending and buckling o f 
individual fibers. A t high strain rates how ever there is a high degree o f adhesion betw een 
the fibers and the m atrix. The m atrix  experiences plastic flow  and offers a greater 
resistance to fracture [21].
T he use o f this M M C at high strain rates offers benefits over the 7075 A l alloy 
currently  used for the ball plug. D uring the insertion process high stains are developed in 
the ball subsurface region. Plastic flow  o f the m aterial is desirable in that case, contrast 
to the brittle  lap shearing currently experienced by the ball.
It is possible to im prove the ball m icrostructural properties by any o f  the above 
m entioned m ethods. However, the determ ining factor that ultim ately results in  the 
acceptance or rejection o f a specific solution is the cost. This angle o f approach is 
acknow ledged but not discussed in the thesis.
22
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2.2 319 Al -  Casting
2.2.1. Development of Phases During Solidification of the 319 Al Alloy
T he casting m aterial where the ball in inserted is m ade from  the 319 A l-S i-C u 
alloy. T he chem ical com position o f this alloy used at the Essex A lum inum  Plant is given 
in Table 5.
Table 5. Chemical composition of the EAP 319 Al alloy weight percentage.
Chemical
Element
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti Sr Al
C om position 
wt. %
7.6 0.7 3.4 <0.5 <0.1 <1.0 <0.25 0.01 balance
Individual elem ents com prising the alloy either offer unique benefits or are 
deleterious to the alloy properties. In the 319 Al alloy, copper is know n to contribute 
strength and hardness during the precipitation hardening. Com positions in the 4-6%  
range respond m ost strongly to the heat treatm ent. How ever, increased copper content 
decreases the castability o f the alloy. Silicon is know n to counter these harm ful effects 
by im proving alloy fluidity, hot tearing resistance, and feeding characteristics [2]. Iron 
im proves the hot tearing resistance, how ever, it substantially reduces the ductility o f  the 
alloy. This occurs through the form ation o f insoluble phases. A n increase in the iron 
content results in an increase o f these phases. A ddition o f  m anganese to  the m elt results 
in the form ation o f sludging phases w ith iron [2]. These are com m only know n as the 
“Chinese Script” phases due to their calligraphic distribution. In the case o f the 319 Al 
alloy a ratio o f Fe/M n equal to 2 low ers the risk o f obtaining large pre-eutectic A lsFeSi 
particles [23]. Zinc by itse lf offers no visible benefits. How ever, w ith the addition o f 
copper and m agnesium  artificial and natural ageing properties are greatly im proved [2].
During solidification phase precipitation in this alloy four distinct reactions have 
been identified as indicated in Table 6 [23],
23
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Table 6. Order of phase precipitation during the solidification of the 319 Al alloy. [23]
Sequence of 
Precipitated Phases Phase Nomenclature
First reaction: liq -> a -A l, dendritic netw ork
Second reaction: liq -> a -A l + A lis(FeM n)3 Si2 or
liq -> a -A l + A li5 (FeM n)3Si2 + AlsFeSi
Third reaction: liq -> Al + Si + Al^FeSi
Fourth reaction: liq -> A l + A12Cu + Si +A l5M g8Cu2Si6
Observations o f these phases have been well docum ented and are presented in 
Figure 12 [23],
(a) (b)
Figure 12. Microstructure of the 319 Al alloy cooled at (a) 0.3 °C/s, and (b) 0.6 °C/s.
(a) Indicates fan-shaped Ah5 phase growing in competition with the a-Al phase. Also observed are 
the Si, Al2, and complex eutectic phases.
(b) Shows the dominance of the dendrites over the secondary phases. [23]
It can be seen from  Figure 12(a,b) that cooling rate greatly affects the 
m icrostructural m orphology. Besides a variation in the silicon and the iron phase 
structure, in general as the alloy cooling rate increases, copper phases have less tim e to 
segregate out from  the m atrix. As a result m ore copper is trapped in the m atrix  and the 
m icrohardness goes up as a function of the cooling rate [24]. Therefore cooling rate is 
one o f the ways o f controlling copper distribution in the cast section and consequently the
24
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m echanical properties. The preferable copper distribution how ever m ight be hard to 
control due to the changing industrial environm ental conditions during the solidification 
process.
O nce the casting process is com plete, solution heat treatm ent is an effective way 
o f d issolving the segregated copper phases into the m atrix. The casting can then be 
quenched to trap the copper in the matrix. By follow ing this procedure w ith artificial 
ageing, precipitation o f copper into very fine secondary phases can be achieved. The 
choice o f optim um  tem perature and tim e used in the solution and heat treatm ents 
optim ize the alloy m echanical properties. A num ber o f studies have been perform ed that 
track the evolution o f m icrostructural properties during the heat treatm ent o f the 319 Al 
alloy. The m ethods used and the conclusions draw n from  these studies are presented in 
section 2.2.2.
2.2.2. Heat Treatment Methods
N um erous papers have been published to date describing the m ost effective ways 
o f heat treating the 319 Al castings. Sokolow ski et al. [25] determ ined that for an alloy 
containing 18 ppm  strontium , the traditional single-step solution treatm ent o f 495°C for 
8hrs is ineffective in producing optim um  m echanical properties, because it does not 
m axim ize the d issolution o f copper rich phases. In addition, the silicon m orphology is 
not sufficiently m odified. The authors determ ined that a tw o-step  solution treatm ent is 
able to accom plish both, optim ize the m echanical properties, and refine the silicon 
m orphology. The optim um  treatm ent param eters were determ ined to be 495°C  for 2hrs 
follow ed by 515°C for 4hrs. This was follow ed by w ater quenching to 74°C  and 
subsequent artificial ageing at 250°C  for 3hrs [25]. It was also concluded that strontium  
additions raise the characteristic tem peratures o f copper-rich eutectic reactions resulting 
in an increase in the proportion o f the blocky AI2 CU and u ltra  fine A lsM gsC ^SieC u 
phases versus the AI-AI2 CU phase in the 3XX series alloys [25], This lead the authors to 
believe that an increase in the strontium  level w ould have to be accom panied by an 
increase in the solution treatm ent tem perature to achieve the sam e m echanical properties 
as observed in the low  strontium  castings [25],
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The choice o f the above m entioned tem peratures was done based on the therm al 
analysis o f the castings. It was shown that characteristic tem peratures o f copper-rich 
phase form ations recorded during the cooling cycle are approxim ately 15°C low er than 
the tem peratures obtained for the m elting o f  these phases during the heating cycle. This 
phenom enon was attributed to the therm al hysteresis effect [25], Therefore, the use o f 
the phase precipitation tem peratures observed during the cooling cycle o f 319 Al alloy 
castings have to be accom panied by a 15°C increase in  order to be applicable as the 
ceiling tem peratures in the two-step solution treatm ent [25],
The above m entioned paper was preceded by another paper done by Sokolow ski 
et al. [26], In it, therm al analysis studies were perform ed that outlined the barrier 
tem perature for the single-step heat treatm ent o f the 319 Al alloy. It was observed that 
the copper-rich phase in the as-cast alloy causes localized m elting once the solution 
treatm ent tem perature reaches 495°C, thus lim iting the single-stage solution treatm ent to 
tem peratures o f 495°C  and below [26]. N arayanan et al. [28] observed that this 
tem perature is the Cu binary eutectic reaction tem perature for com m ercial alloys such as 
319 Al alloy containing M g and other alloying im purity elem ents. The am ount o f  as-cast 
copper-rich phases was shown to be significantly reduced by the use of the tw o-stage 
solution treatm ent, w hich gave rise to better m atrix hom ogenization prior to ageing, as 
optical m etallography show ed [26], Thus, the drive tow ards the developm ent o f  a two- 
stage technique illustrated in Figure 13 [25].
H atch [27] and Narayanan [28] have indicated that by controlling the size and 
distribution o f interm etallic com pounds, particularly copper phases, m echanical 
properties o f the alloy can be controlled as well. C opper phases w ere shown to be the 
m ost detrim ental to the m echanical properties due to their form ation along the 
interdendritic and/or grain boundaries as Figure 13 shows.
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Figure 13. (a) Micrograph showing copper-rich phase segregation in an as-cast automotive component,
(b) Micrograph showing copper-rich phase segregation following a single-step solution treatment,
(c) Micrograph showing copper-rich phase segregation following a two-step solution treatment. [25]
In a recent publication D jurdjevic et al. [29] were able to use therm al analysis 
techniques to confirm  the existence o f d istinct Cu-enriched phases previously identified 
by Backerud et al. [23], Caceres et al. [30], Tenekedjiev et al. [31], and D oty et al. [32], 
The phase precipitation and accom panying tem perature range in the 3 X X  Al alloy 
determ ined by these authors is as outlined below:
1. A  prim ary a-alum inum  dendritic netw ork form s betw een 610 - 580°C. The exact 
tem perature depends m ainly on the am ount o f Si and Cu in the alloy. This leads to an 
increase in the concentration o f Si and Cu in the rem aining liquid.
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2. B etw een 570 - 555°C (at the A l-Si eutectic tem perature) the eutectic m ixture o f Si 
and a -A l form s, leading to a further localized increase in the Cu content o f the 
rem aining liquid.
3. A t approxim ately 540°C, the M g2Si and A l8M g3FeSi6 phases begin  to precipitate.
4. A t approxim ately 525°C, the “m assive” or “blocky” A l2Cu phase (containing 
approxim ately 40w t%  Cu) form s together w ith [I-AbFeSi platelets.
5. A t approxim ately 507°C, a fine A1-A12C u eutectic phase form s (containing 
approxim ately 24wt%  Cu). If  the m elt contains more than 0.5w t%  M g, an u ltra  fine 
A lsM g8C u2Si6 eutectic phase also form s at this tem perature. This phase grow s from  
either o f the two previously m entioned Al2Cu phases. [29]
Further quantitative and qualitative investigations o f the copper phases present in 
the solidified casting were done using the Energy D ispersive Spectrom eter (EDS). By 
applying the m ethods described in the paper the authors w ere able to  establish 
approxim ate chem ical com positions o f the three copper phases identified in Table 7 [28].
Table 7. Chemical compositions of copper phases observed in the investigated alloys. [28]
Type of Cu Enriched Phases Formulae of Cu Enriched Phases
“Blocky” Cuio .5 9  AI4.09 Si2 .8 2  M g 2 .4 8
“Eutectic” Cu 7 . 2 7  A1i2.25 Sio.4 7
“Fine D endritic Eutectic” CU4 .1 4  A li3 .3 2  S ii.7 2  Mgo.8l
O ptical m etallographic observations o f these phases revealed the m orphological 
differences betw een them  as Figure 14 illustrates [29].
As described above, the authors [23,29-32] postulated that the fine eutectic 
nucleation depends largely on the am ount o f M g present in the m elt, and its form ation 
occurs at the benefit o f  the blocky or the eutectic phases. This is illustrated very well in 
Figure 14 [29].
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Figure 14. SEM micrographs (BSE images) with characteristic morphology of Cu-enriched phases found
in the investigated alloys. The phases present are as follows:
1. Blocky phase, 2. Eutectic phase, 3. Fine eutectic dendritic phase. [29]
G authier et al. [33] perform ed an extensive study o f the 319.2 A l alloy heat
treating properties. This investigation was subdivided into tw o topics reflecting the 
procedures used in  the heat treating process. Nam ely, the solution treatm ent and the 
artificial ageing operations perform ed on the 319.2 A l alloy.
In their first study the authors determ ined that based on the investigated solution 
treatm ent tem peratures and times, the optim um  single-step solution treatm ent param eters 
are 8hrs at 515°C [33], How ever, in the paper the authors speculated that by increasing 
the tem perature beyond 515°C, the solution treatm ent tim e can be substantially reduced. 
An exam ple o f this was given: 8hrs at 515°C is equivalent to 1.5hrs at 540°C [33],
If the tim e is kept constant how ever (ie. 8hrs), it was determ ined that tem peratures 
in excess o f 515°C accelerate the m elting o f the A l2Cu phase present in  the as-cast 
structure, w hich leads to a structureless phase and in some cases to  shrink porosity, both 
o f which degrade the m echanical properties of the alloy [33],
The alternative two-step solution treatm ent suggested by  the authors involves 
solutionizing the as-cast alloy for a short period (1.5hrs) at 540°C to allow  for 
spheriodization o f the Si particles and the dissolution o f a significant part o f the copper. 
The alloy is then slow ly cooled (1.5°C/m in) to 515°C during w hich the undissolved 
A12C u phase solidifies in the usual manner. U pon reaching 515°C  w ater quenching is 
applied [33], This procedure was observed to produce better m echanical properties as
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com pared to a single-step solution treatm ent. D uctility was im proved w hile yield and 
ultim ate tensile strengths rem ained unchanged [33].
In their second study G authier et al. [34] investigated the ageing behaviour o f the 
319.2 A l alloy. For the purpose o f artificial ageing, test bars w ith the best single step 
solution treatm ent (8hrs at 515°C) were used. Results obtained indicate that peak ageing 
can be achieved both  after 24hrs at 155°C or 5hrs at 180°C. In addition, it was 
discovered that inclusions and oxides have a m inim al effect on the alloy yield strength. 
H ow ever, they dim inish the ultim ate tensile strength and % elongation to  levels below  
those obtained in the as-cast condition [34],
2.2.3. Constituent Effect on the Metal Flow and Mechanical Properties
In their first paper G authier et al. [33] studied the effects o f the phase form ation 
on the liquid flow  characteristics. Silicon and Copper phases were tracked through the 
heat treatm ent process, and the solidified sam ple m orphology was looked at in detail.
A fter alum inum , silicon is the m ost abundant elem ent in the 319 Al alloy. In 
general the finer its m icrostructure in the alloy, the higher the m echanical properties. The 
authors used three factors to quantify the silicon m orphology as a function o f the solution 
tim e and tem perature used in the heat treatm ent process. These factors are the silicon 
particle: area, shape factor, and roundness. The silicon evolution process due to the heat 
treatm ent was divided into three categories. N ecking that takes place at several places 
along the length o f the Si particles, w hich results in their breaking into small fragm ents, 
gradual spheriodization, initial fragm entation, and subsequent coarsening [33],
It was determ ined that the heat treatm ent tem perature and tim e have an im pact on 
the silicon evolution process described above. The data collected for the 319 Al alloy 
shows that by increasing the heat treatm ent tem perature to 540°C the tim e necessary to 
pass from  fragm entation to coarsening is reduced to 2hrs. As the tem perature is low ered 
how ever to 480°C  the process o f particle fragm entation takes 6hrs and is follow ed by a 
breakdow n o f the silicon phases rather than their coarsening [33]. Tem peratures in 
betw een theses tw o extrem es were observed to yield varying degrees o f particle 
m odification.
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In another study Reiso et al. [35] analyzed the m elting o f the secondary AI2 CU 
phase in an A l-4.2% C u alloy. It was determ ined that annealing at or above the eutectic 
tem perature follow ed by quenching results in a duplex eutectic m icrostructure as w ell as 
a num ber o f particles lacking any m icrostructural features [35], Through the application 
o f different cooling rates it was determ ined that the percentage o f AI2 CU phase fluctuates 
in  the alloy giving way to additional copper phases with varying levels o f copper. U sing 
ED S analysis copper levels were recorded to range betw een 33-43%  (hypereutectic 
range), and their m orphology varied greatly. On one end o f the spectrum  ultra-fine 
AI+AI2 CU phase was observed to engulf a Si particle, whereas on the other end the same 
phase form ed “m assive volum es” [35],
R eiso’s observations can be explained by considering the Al-Cu phase diagram  
given in Figure 15 [36], During the slow cooling o f the alloy equilibrium  conditions are 
reached and the dom inant solidifying phase is the A l2Cu w here the percentage o f Cu is 
approxim ately 33%. Surplus copper is segregated out from  the A ^C u  phase into the 
rem aining liquid. As the tem perature o f the alloy is low ered below  the eutectic the 
solubility o f copper in alum inum  decreases drastically. D ue to the increased percentage 
o f copper in the rem aining liquid, non-equilibrium  copper precipitates form ing below  the 
eutectic, are either copper rich or poor, depending on the local copper concentration. 
This creates irregular pockets o f phases that reflect the local chem istry o f the alloy. 
T hese irregularities in phase chem istry were observed by K asprzak et al. [37].
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Figure 15. Al-Cu phase diagram. [36]
W hen the casting is quenched however, m ost o f the phases form ed are not in 
equilibrium  w ith the surrounding m atrix. As a result the percentage o f AI2 CU phase 
decreases in favor o f the non-equilibrium  phases. This in turn reflects on the m echanical 
properties o f the as-cast alloy. D uring the heating stage o f the solution treatm ent process 
the form ed phases dissolve into the m atrix  in reverse order o f solidification (last phases to 
solidify are the first to dissolve). D epending on the am ount o f  copper in individual 
phases the dissolution occurs at different tem peratures. If  the percentage o f copper in a 
secondary phase is low enough how ever, the phase m ight not dissolve at all during the 
solution treatm ent process. The presence o f this phase w ould have an effect then on the 
m echanical properties o f the heat treated alloy. Casting cooling rate then has an effect on 
the m echanical properties.
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A lloy quenching rate com bined w ith the heat treatm ent cycle in  use has an effect 
on the m echanical properties o f the m etal. Gauthier e t al. [28] w ere able to m ap a 
relationship betw een the yield strength (YS), the ultim ate tensile strength (UTS), and the 
percentage elongation (EL), versus different heat treatm ent m ethods applied during 
experim entation. They discovered that a tw o-step heat treatm ent process offers the best 
balance betw een these three param eters w ith elongation being at 5% . Their results are 
p resented below  in Figure 16 [33],
400
YS E3UTS DEL
As-Cast 515°C 8hrs. 540°C 8hrs. 540°C 1.5hrs.(515°C)
Figure 16. Comparison of the tensile properties of as-cast, 8hrs/515°C/water quenched, 8hrs/540°C/water 
quenched, and the two-step process solution heat treated test bars. [33]
Fractographic analysis by D asG upta et al. [38] on the 3XX series alloys suggests 
that the fracture m ode depends largely on the m odification level o f the alloy. 
U nm odified sam ples exhibit a brittle fracture due to the presence o f  a plate/rod-like 
silicon eutectic structure [38]. These observations w ere concurred by G angulee and 
G urland [39] w ho categorized the fracture evolution into three categories: (a) crack 
initiation at the Si particles, (b) crack propagation in the interdendritic regions, and (c) 
rupture o f the m atrix. Others (Crepeau et al. [40]) observed initial fracture at the 
interdendritic regions first, followed by Silicon rapture, and m atrix  failure. A ll o f  the 
researchers though agree that regardless o f which phase fractures first, the m atrix
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fractures in a ductile manner. M atrix pockets align them selves in the direction o f applied 
stress and act as ligam ents able to stretch until necking and final fracture at the pinpoints. 
O bservations o f unm odified fractured test bars show the Si phase cracks at random  
crystallographic orientations indicative o f brittle failure.
O bservations o f fractured heat treated test bars show developm ent o f cellular 
structure on the fractured surface, w hich is representative o f the ductile failure. An 
increase in the strain to fracture results in a longer deform ation zone beneath the fracture 
surface. F racture initiation is again observed in the Si phases. H igh volum e fraction of 
AI2 CU phase influences the fracture behaviour o f the alloy as well. This phase was 
observed to behave in the sam e m anner as the Si phase. W ith  brittle fracture being the 
m ode o f  failure.
A lthough researchers differ in their observations o f the order o f  phase fracture, all 
o f  them  agree that both  the Si and the AI2 CU phases behave in a brittle m anner in both  the 
as-cast and the solution treated alloys. All observations indicate that fracture occurs in 
these phases rather than at the phase/m atrix interface [33].
A fter artificial ageing, casting fracture behaviour is very sim ilar to the fracture o f 
post solution heat treated castings. Si and AI2 CU phases fracture as described above. 
D uctile dim ples surrounding these phases are clearly visible. Very fine dim ples that 
surround various precipitated phases accom pany these. As the artificial ageing 
tem perature is increased, ductility o f the m atrix is increased further. This m ost likely 
takes the load o ff from  the brittle Si and AI2 CU phases since their fracture becom es less 
frequent [34],
In their paper Crowell et al. [41] investigated the effects o f interdendritic phase 
form ation and behaviour in A l-Si-Cu alloys. They discovered that the size o f the 
particles is inversely proportional to the solidification rate. Their studies confirm ed that 
solution treatm ent has a refining effect on the Si particles. Four evolutionary phases were 
identified: (a) fragm entation, (b) necking, (c) spheriodization, and (d) coarsening. Fe 
script phases w ere observed to rem ain unchanged during the solution treatm ent process, 
how ever acicular Fe and Cu phases were observed to undergo dissolution w ith extended 
solution treatm ent. Fractographic observations show ed that crack propagation occurred
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first in the Fe script and the Cu phases follow ed by Si phase fracture. A ccording to the 
authors, the solution tem perature for a 319.1 A l alloy should not exceed 517°C since the 
first liquid begins to form  at this tem perature [41].
S trontium  additions were observed to lead to the refinem ent o f all interdendritic 
phases. A  reduction in the am ount o f Fe needles was observed in 3XX alloys w ith  high 
Fe content. A lloy strength and elongation w ere observed as w ell in laboratory m ade 
castings. Sr m odification was observed to allow  a reduction in the solution tim e 
necessary to attain desired levels o f m echanical properties. A  m ajor draw back in  the use 
o f strontium  in production castings how ever is the increase in porosity  w ith m odification 
as was seen in the 319.1 production castings [41].
Interm etallic and secondary phases offer benefits in im proving m echanical 
properties o f  the 319 Al alloy. Controlling their m orphology through solution treatm ent, 
quenching and subsequent artificial ageing offers the opportunity to m axim ize the alloy 
properties and increase the lifetim e o f the castings. M atrix flow  around these particles is 
key in ensuring pressure tight shrinkage fit o f the ball plugs as w ill be shown in follow ing 
chapters.
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2.3 Press -  Fit System
2.3.1. Shrinkage Fit Characteristics
The ball plug design is an exam ple o f a press-fit system. The ball has a larger 
d iam eter than the hole it is pressed into. D uring the insertion process the ball diam eter is 
decreased (hence the nam e shrinkage fit), w hereas the hole diam eter is increased. The 
resulting diam eter o f the ball/drilled-hole interface has a m edian diam eter size betw een 
the diam eters o f the tw o free m aterials. The shrinkage fit assem bly process is illustrated  
in Figure 17 [42], A  cylindrical m edium  is used instead o f the ball. The underlying 
principle o f the press-fit system is the sam e though.
(j>b < fyd <
Figure 17. Principle of the shrinkage fit process: a cylindrical medium is inserted into a cylindrical bore. 
The diameter difference creates a clamping between both parts. [42]
The fit created by this variation in diam eter size o f the cylinder and the hole 
results in the desired sealing properties o f the plug system.
Shrinkage fit systems are em ployed in  industrial applications because they require 
little preparation o f two part com ponents prior to the press-fit action. M ost com m on 
fields o f application o f this system  include the assem bly o f gearw heels on a shaft, and the 
assem bly o f high-speed train brakes on w heel hubs [42]. The classical approach assum es 
elastic behaviour o f the press-fit com ponents. Recent developm ents how ever, show  that 
the load transm itted betw een com ponents w hich results in the interface pressure betw een 
the tw o parts, depends largely on param eters like the period o f the defect or surface 
param eters like skewness (the slope o f the defect) [42]. These factors influence the stress 
distribution in the tw o coupling m aterials. In m any cases the stress becom es either 
elasto-plastic or fully plastic.
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2.3.2. Elastic vs. Plastic Deformation
Elastic stress developm ent at the interface can be m odeled by standard form ulas 
available in m ost stress analysis books. Budynas [43] provides a form ula in his 
“A dvanced Strength and A pplied Stress A nalysis” text, that can predict the interface 
pressure betw een two cylindrical rods w ith varying m oduli and P o isson’s ratios, press-fit 
together. His m odel is given in Figure 18 [43], and the related form ula is given below.
O k \ ..m t
Outer element, material E 0, v Inner element, material E-









b + a ‘
72-------b - a
where: p = interface pressure
8  = radial interface o f the m ating parts, b\ - b0 
b = approxim ate com m on radius 
c = outer radius o f outer part 
a = inner radius o f inner part 
E0,E\ = m oduli o f elasticity o f outer and inner m em bers respectively 
v 0 ,V; = Poisson ratio o f outer and inner m em bers respectively
The above form ula given by Budynas provides a good estim ate o f  the elastic 
system  behaviour. In other words, w hen the deform ation due to the press-fit operation is 
very small as to allow elastic m aterial behavior. Real life cases rarely satisfy this 
condition. The analysis o f the problem  m ust therefore consider elasto-plastic/plastic or 
non-linear, as it is know n, behaviour.
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M ost com m ercial m odeling packages available on the m arket today are able to 
calculate non-linear stress developm ent. M athem atical m ethods used  in the process are 
very com plex and w ill not be covered in this thesis. It is enough to say that they em ploy 
the iteration process where m any discrete steps are taken to approxim ate the solution.
The package used for this thesis is ANSYS 5.6. It is well know n and has a solid 
reputation for giving acceptable results.
2.3.3. Factors Influencing the Stress Distribution
Since the press-fit system  is predom inantly d isplacem ent based, as the 
d isplacem ent o f  the interface increases, so do the stresses developed. The interface 
pressure is generated due to tw o different kinds o f displacem ent. T he first is the obvious 
difference in radii, and the second is the less understood and often neglected the form  
surface defects.
Fontaine e t al. [42] have analyzed the effect o f form  defects on the stress 
concentration around the circum ferential interface. They proposed that these surface 
irregularities can be m odeled by quantifying the defects according to their am plitude, 
period, and skew ness [42]. That w ay m athem atical m odeling o f these seem ingly abstract 
quantities can be applied to approxim ate the stress field developed. A n exam ple of 
graphical representation o f the form  defect analysis done by the authors is presented in 




Figure 19. Cylindricity defects of both parts: drilled bore, and insertion axis. [42]
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Figure 20. (a) Real form defect for both axis and bore corresponding to a theoretical form defect equal to 
0.02 mm, and a defect period of 90°.
(b) Interface pressure in MPa for the real form defect in (a). [42]
It can be seen from  Figure 20b that in areas where the displacem ent betw een the 
bore and the axis is very small (less than 0 . 0 1  m m ) the pressure decreases sharply to 
becom e insignificant at the m axim um  am plitude o f the bore (0.035 mm). A t the 
m inim um  am plitude o f the bore how ever (0.015 m m) there is a stress concentration 
reflected in the sudden increase o f the interface pressure to 200 M Pa levels.
B y analyzing the above case it becom es apparent that changing the am plitude, 
period, and skewness o f the bore or axis defects the stress field developed w ill change in 
m agnitude and distribution.
Fontaine et al. [44] perform ed m ore in depth analysis o f different types o f stress 
distributions due to changing insertion axis designs. They found that ring type contact 
betw een the bore and the axis that exists for ball plug types o f system  produces intense 
but relatively even and sm ooth stress distribution at the interface. W hereas cylindrical 
type contact betw een the bore and the axis that exists for the cylindrical plug type o f 
system  results in high stress concentrations at the cylinder edges, how ever the m idsection 
of the contact surface is sm ooth and o f lower intensity. These stress concentrations at the
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cylinder edges were confirm ed by finite elem ent m odeling in ANSYS 5.6 as w ill be 
illustrated in  C hapter 8 ..
Three dim ensional stress plots for the two types o f plug system s are presented in 
Figure 21 below  [44].
Figure 21. Von Mises distribution of stress at the interface for: (a) the cylinder, and (b) the ball-plug. [44]
Ball and cylinder plug systems offer various degrees o f sealing depending on the 
shrink fit characteristics and axis insertion m ethods. Form  defects notw ithstanding, 
expandable cylindrical plugs are believed to be superior to the ball plug system s. Their 
shrink-fit properties offer a greater contact area betw een the bore and the inserted axis. 
This greatly increases the chances o f sealing the bore. In the chapters to follow  finite 
elem ent analysis will illustrate stress distribution fields o f the tw o types o f p lug systems: 
the ball plug and the cylindrical plug.
(a)
/  8 9 2  tafftl
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2.4 Drill Tooling Design and Operation
2.4.1. 3.0L DEW/Jaguar Cylinder Head Drill Machining
The alum inum  head reaches extrem e tem peratures during engine operation. It 
functions as an in let for gasoline/air m ixture, and an  exhaust o f  fum es. The in let area is 
m aintained at relatively low  tem peratures during operation. The exhaust region how ever 
reaches very  h igh  tem peratures. In  order to balance out tem perature d istribution in  the 
head and elim inate the high tem perature gradient betw een the head in let and the exhaust a 
coolant system  m ust be provided in  the head. 3.0L D E W /Jaguar cylinder heads em ploy a 
U -shape design coolant passage that acts as a  heat extractor from  the head  locations w ith  
extrem e tem peratures. The design is presented in  F igure 22.
INLET
I XHAUSJ
Figure 22. Top view o f the 3.0L DEW/Jaguar cylinder head indicating the inlet and the exhaust positions 
with superimposed U-shaped coolant passage path. Ball plug hole drilling directions are shown by the 
arrows.
The drilling o f  the U -shaped coolant passage is accom plished by  m aking three 
drilling passes, one along the length  o f  the head, and tw o along its w idth. In  order to 
m ake the ball plug holes six additional drilling passes that tap into the m ain  U -shaped 
passage are done afterw ards.
To create all the above m entioned passages a specific type o f  drill m ust be used. 
It is know n as a gun  drill, and its function is described below.
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2.4.2. Gun Drill Design and Use
The gun drill also know n as a self piloting drill is used m ainly for deep drilling o f 
hard m aterials such as cast alloys where coolant use is required bu t cannot be applied 
directly onto the drilling tool from  an outside flushing system. The diam eter o f the drill 
head is usually slightly sm aller than the diam eter o f the cutting tools. As the drilling 
takes place the coolant is applied on the outside o f the tool and travels directly to the 
tool/w orkpiece interface. The chips are evacuated w ith the exiting  coolant along the 
hollow  passage located at the centre o f the gun drill [45], Tw o drill designs are 






Figure 23. Two types of deep hole drills: (a) is a B.T.A. (Boring and Trepanning Association) tool, 
whereas (b) is an ejector drill. [45]
Depending on the tool insert geom etry and distribution on the drill head, the stress 
field at the drill head tip varies accordingly. Astakhov et al. [45] have identified this 
stress distribution for several tool insert distribution variations. P iezoelectric pressure
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transducers w ere placed in the bottom  end o f the drilled hole at various radius positions 
from  the center o f the hole [45]. This setup allowed the authors to m ap the stress field 
present at the bottom  o f the hole during the drilling process. An exam ple o f the stress 
field generated is given below  in Figure 24 [45].
2 6 0  280








R -  250KPa
Figure 24. An example of the static pressure distribution in the bottom clearance. The pressure applied 
on the drill tool corresponds to 250 kPa. Position of the transducer corresponds to R = 15.5 mm. [45]
The above experim ents showed that the pressure distribution in  the drilled w ork 
piece and the drill are not uniform  for this particular tool insert distribution. H ow ever the 
results also show ed that by ensuring even tool contact w ith the w orkpiece to achieve 
uniform  (circular) stress field at all radius positions from  the centre o f the drilled hole, 
better conditions for cooling, lubrication and chip rem oval can be achieved [45],
The stress field gradient in the drill tool and the w ork piece developed during 
drilling has a direct im pact on the residual stresses present in the w ork piece afterwards. 
W hen Ezugw u et al. [46] m easured the N ickel based Inconel 901 superalloy w ork piece 
m icrohardness at the tool/w ork piece interface, it was discovered that the core o f the 
drilled region was 50%  harder than the outer m ost circular ring o f the drilled hole as 
illustrated in  Figure 25 [46].
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418 Ml'
Figure 25. The microhardness contour of a drilled hole. [46]
O ptim izing the coolant application has the potential to reduce the above show n 
tem perature gradient. H ow ever its use brings a new set o f problem s into the picture.
2.4.3. Benefits and Drawbacks of Coolant Use
Deep hole drilling’s m ost im portant requirem ent is reliable chip rem oval. This is 
follow ed closely by cooling o f the drill inserts and lubrication o f the tool/w ork piece 
interface. A ll these functions are perform ed by the coolant that is sprayed through the 
sides o f the drill at the tool insert. The fluid is then extracted along w ith the chips 
through the in terior o f the drill head and the boring bar [45], It is im portant that the 
coolant je t spray the chips in such a way as not to obstruct their rem oval through the 
d rill’s interior. If  the je t  hits the tool insert opposite the drill rotation, chips can becom e 
lodged betw een the insert and the drill head and cause unw anted dam age to the w alls o f 
the workpiece. This has been observed in certain w ork pieces used in this thesis. The 
sense o f the je t  should be directed at the tool insert, bu t it should be angled to the rotation 
o f  the drill as no t to block chip evacuation, bu t aid it by flushing the chips at a faster rate 
through the d rill’s inner channel [47].
Astakhov et al. [45] also point out that the chip evacuation through the d rill’s 
inner channel can cause a problem  due to the fluid properties o f the chip/coolant m ixture. 
The authors have observed that it is possible to quantify the fluid flow  by m easuring its 
density  and viscosity  as a function o f its tem perature. A dditional factors are the chip
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concentration (w eight or volum etric), and velocity o f the exiting m ixture. These how ever 
can be easily  controlled through drill speed, applied force, and coolant fluid pressure.
U nderstanding chip rem oval during deep hole drilling is highly com plex and 
depends also on the insert geom etry and orientation. For the purpose o f this thesis 
how ever, these factors have been kept constant and hence have a uniform  effect on all 
o ther drilling properties.
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Chapter 3 Heat Treatment Procedures
3.1. B&W TSR and Heat Treatment Procedures
3.1.1. TSR and Solution Treatment
The heat treatm ent procedure applied at the B& W  has separate Therm al Sand 
Rem oval (TSR) and solution treatm ent processes. The TSR  phase com es first and lasts 
10 hours. It is follow ed by a 4 hour long slow cooling period, w hich causes the 
form ation o f  coarse copper rich precipitates. The solution treatm ent process that follow s 
is 3 hours long. During this process copper precipitates are dissolved in the m etal m atrix; 
how ever, this delays the solution process.
The m axim um  tem perature o f the solution treatm ent phase at B & W  is alm ost 
498 C and rem ains relatively steady throughout the solution tim e. The tem perature is 
m easured at various locations o f the cast cylinder holding rack. The rack  has a 40 
cylinder heads capacity.
As Figure 26 indicates the tem perature at various positions in  the holding rack 
during the solution treatm ent is steady, and all tem peratures are in close proxim ity  to 
each other. Average tem perature was recorded at 498°C , w hereas the standard deviation 
was m easured to be ( a  = 2.3 C).
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Figure 26. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the B&W 
solution treatment procedure for the 3.0L cylinder head. Mean temperature and standard deviation for the 
process are indicated in the white box.
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3.1.2. Artificial Ageing
The artificial ageing procedure applied at B& W  to the 3.0L cylinder heads has a 
m ean tem perature o f 257 C w ith a standard deviation o f (a -  1.4 C). T he procedure lasts 
for 4  hours. It yields the V ickers m acro and m icro hardness o f approxim ately 
HViooo =114, w ith  ( a  =3.2 °C), and p,HV2 5 = 1 0 1 , w ith ( a  =3.5 °C) respectively, as 
m easured at the U niversity o f W indsor.
Tem perature m easurem ents at various holding rack locations indicate relatively 
m inor tem perature variations through the castings during this procedure as Figure 27 
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Figure 27. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the B&W 
artificial ageing procedure for the 3.0L cylinder heads. Vickers macro and micro hardness are given in the 
left white box, whereas mean temperature and standard deviation for the process are indicated in the right 
white box.
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3.2. EAP TSR and Heat Treatment Procedures
3.2.1. TSR and Solution Treatment
Essex Aluminum Plant (EAP) uses a continuous heat treatment process in which the TSR 
and the solution treatments are combined. The whole process lasts anywhere from 10 hours (for 
the EAP “T” procedure) to 13 hours (for the EAP “Base” procedure).
The mean TSR/solution treatment temperature varies between 469°C (for EAP “R” 
procedure) to 493°C (for EAP “Base”). During this process the temperature generally does not 
remain steady (a  ranges between 4.5 and 15.5°C).
While the EAP “R” and “Base” heat treatments are characterized by sharp temperature 
changes during the heat treatment, the EAP “T” procedure was designed to have a gradually 
increasing temperature during the TSR/solution treatment cycle. Figures 28-30 illustrate the 
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Figure 28. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the EAP “R” 
TSR/solution treatment procedure for the 3.0L cylinder heads. Mean temperature and standard deviation 
for the process are indicated in the white box.
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Figure 29. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the EAP “Base” 
TSR/solution treatment procedure for the 3.0L cylinder heads. Mean temperature and standard deviation 
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Figure 30. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the EAP “T” 
TSR/solution treatment procedure for the 3.0L cylinder heads. Mean temperature and standard deviation 
for the process are indicated in the white box.
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3.2.2. Artificial Ageing
The m ean tem peratures o f the EA P artificial ageing procedures range from  232 °C 
(for the EA P “R ” heat treatm ent) to 234 °C (for the EA P “B ase” procedure). H olding 
rack tem peratures standard deviation ranges from  ( a  = 3.6°C for the EA P “T ”) to ( a  = 
4 .0°C  for the EA P “R ” and “B ase” processes).
The cycle tim e varies betw een 3.5 hours (for EA P “B ase”) and 4.5 hours (for EA P 
“T ” and “R”).
A ll three heat treatm ent procedures display a pronounced “d ip” in the artificial 
ageing tem perature in  the m iddle o f the cycle (~ 15°C). It is likely that this dip has a 
negative effect on the hardness o f the casting and the Al matrix.
The m ean hardness o f the EA P castings tends to be higher than that o f  the B& W  
castings. For m acro hardness (119 < HViooo < 1 2 0 ), and for m etal m atrix  m icro hardness 
(104 < H V 2 5  < 105).
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Figure 31. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the EAP “R” 
artificial ageing procedure for the 3.0L cylinder heads. Vickers macro and micro hardness are given in the 
left white box, whereas mean temperature and standard deviation for the process are indicated in the right 
white box.
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Figure 32. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the EAP “Base” 
artificial ageing procedure for the 3.0L cylinder heads. Vickers macro and micro hardness are given in the 
left white box, whereas mean temperature and standard deviation for the process are indicated in the right 
white box.
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Figure 33. Cylinder head temperature variations at various holding rack locations during the EAP “T” 
artificial ageing procedure for the 3.0L cylinder heads. Vickers macro and micro hardness are given in the 
right white box, whereas mean temperature and standard deviation for the process are indicated in the left 
white box.
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3.3. IRC Laboratory TSR and Heat Treatment Experiments
A series o f heat treatm ent tests were conducted in order to determ ine the influence 
o f  various param eters on casting structural characteristics and pressure tightness o f the 
ball p lug system . These trials helped to design the optim um  casting heat treatm ent. This 
type o f  op tim ization m inim ized the influence o f m etallurgical casting properties on the 
leakage problem .
Furtherm ore, in order to learn w hy the Si structure appears finer in the B & W  heat 
treated  castings a sim ulation o f the B& W , and EA P TSR , solution treatm ent and artificial 
ageing processes was perform ed in the IRC laboratory. This w as done under the 
hypothesis that the Si structure m ay contribute to the leakage problem .
Figures (34-41) depict the eight heat treatm ent cycles tested in  the IRC laboratory. 
T hese figures also provide hardness data on the heat treated m aterials. The approxim ated 
B & W  heat treatm ent cycle yielded the low est m atrix m icrohardness (m ean pH V 2  ̂ = 91.1) 
w hile the approxim ated EA P heat treatm ent cycle that incorporated  a low  artificial ageing 
tem perature (230°C) yielded the highest m atrix m icrohardness (m ean |lH V 2 5  = 120.8).
Im age analysis o f the Si m icrostructures revealed that the individual particle 
m orphology vary to a lesser extent w hen com pared w ith the hardness variation o f  the 
a lum inum  m atrix.
A  regression equation was calculated based on the experim ental results. The 
purpose o f  this analysis was to estim ate the influence o f various heat treatm ent 
param eters on alum inum  m atrix  m icrohardness. This analysis revealed that solution 
treatm ent tem perature and TSR tim e did not have statistically  significant (p > 0.05) 
effects on m icrohardness; however, artificial ageing tem perature (AA Tem p.) and 
solution treatm ent tim e (ST Tim e) could be used to predict m icrohardness using the 
fo llow ing equation:
A lum inum  M atrix M icrohardness (pH V 2 5 ):
(pHV25) = 327.352 -  0.874753 *(AA Temp, in °C) -  0.980246 *(ST Time in hours)
T he R~ o f  the predictive equation was 0.99.
It was recom m ended that the m agnitude o f the leakage problem  could be reduced  
if  the m atrix m icrohardness was low ered to approxim ately 90 p H V 25. The preceding
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regression equation suggests that for a TSR  of 10-11 hours duration at 470°C and a
solution treatm ent tem perature o f approxim ately 500°C this could be achieved by:
1) R aising the artificial ageing tem perature to 265°C and having a 4 hour long solution 
treatm ent cycle (predicted (1 H V 2 5  = 91.6).
2) R aising the artificial ageing tem perature to 270°C and having a 3 hour long solution 
treatm ent cycle (predicted I1 H V 2 5  = 8 8 .2 ).
It should be noted however that:
1) In order to separate the effect o f the T SR  and the solution treatm ent from  artificial 
ageing, future experim ents m ust take into consideration casting structural 
characteristics after these tw o operations.
2) The level o f residual stresses throughout the casting (created by  the rapid  
solidification process and during solution treatm ent quenching) needs to be 
m inim ized in order to control the dim ensional stability o f the locators during the 
m achining operation, and subsequent engine service.
3) The effect o f  the casting m etal m atrix hardness on the m achinability also needs to be 
established.
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Figure 35. Summary diagram of the heat treatment experiment IRC EAP-2 and resulting hardness.
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Figure 36. Summary diagram of the heat treatment experiment IRC EAP-5 and resulting hardness.
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Figure 37. Summary diagram of the heat treatment experiment IRC B&W-6 and resulting hardness. 
There is a nearly perfect correlation between laboratory and actual B&W 3.0L V6 DEW matrix 
microhardness.
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Figure 38. Summary diagram of the heat treatment experiment IRC EAP-3 and resulting hardness.
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Figure 39. Summary diagram of the heat treatment experiment IRC EAP-7 and resulting hardness.
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Figure 40. Summary diagram of the heat treatment experiment IRC EAP-8 and resulting hardness.
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Figure 41. Summary diagram of the heat treatment experiment IRC EAP-10 and resulting hardness.
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Chapter 4 Physical and Geometrical Characterization 
4.1. Image Analysis Studies
4.1.1. As-Cast EAP 3.0L Cylinder Head Metallurgical Structure
Q uantitative m etallurgical analysis o f  the as-cast structure o f  the EA P 3.0L 
cylinder head revealed an Am erican Foundry Society (AFS) Si m odification level above 
5.5 as seen in  Figure 42.
200X
J' ! - /' '• A , V* A ggt 
(a) (b)
Figure 42(a,b). As-cast structure of the EAP 3.0L cylinder head at 200X and 500X magnifications.
The m ean perim eter o f  Si particles was 5.3 |im , the area fraction was 5.2% , and 
the density  was approxim ately 30,000 particles/m m  as seen in  Table 8 .
Table 8. As-cast silicon characteristics of the EAP 3.0L cylinder head.
M ean A rea M ean Perim eter AFS D ensity A rea F raction
(|dm2) (jxm) M odification (# particles /  m m 2) (%)
Level
1.6 (a = 2.9) 5.3 (a = 5.1) 5.5 29638 5.2
Note: o  = standard deviation in measurements
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This very fine Si structure, together with a Dendrite Arm Spacing (DAS) of 
approximately 16.1 pm indicates a highly thermally refined Si morphology resulting from 
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Histograms of the mean Si area and diameter for the as-cast EAP 3.0L cylinder head
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The addition o f the targeted level o f strontium  (Sr), an approxim ate am ount of 
110 ppm  as seen in Table 9, m ost likely does not have an appreciable effect on the break 
dow n o f the as-cast Si m orphology.
Sr addition to the 319 alloy m elt results in the suppression o f the A lSi eutectic 
nucleation tem perature. As a consequence the developm ent o f interdendritic structures 
occurs at low er tem peratures and this increases the fraction solid  o f the prim ary dendritic 
structures. These structures create m ore tortuous conditions for the eutectic liquid flow, 
w hich results in a greater am ount o f m icroshrinkage w ithin a casting. This effect was 
observed during both therm al and structural analysis o f 4 .6L  engine blocks cast w ith 
residual and elevated Sr levels at the Ford W indsor A lum inum  Plant (W A P) [43],
Table 9. Summary of the weight % chemical compositions of the EAP melt from July to December 1999.
Elem ent M ean (wt.%) <3
Si 7.61 0.40
Cu 3.41 0 . 2 0
Fe 0 . 6 6 0.05
Sr 0.0131 0.0218
The copper (Cu) rich particles in the as-cast structure are fine and uniform ly 
distributed. The m elt contains a relatively high level o f iron (Fe). Fe is virtually 
insoluble in the A1 m atrix. How ever, it has a high affinity for A1 and other elem ents and 
tends to form  a high volum e fraction o f the Chinese Script phases w hen sufficiently high 
levels o f m anganese (Mn) are present. These phases are therm odynam ically stable and 
cannot be dissolved during the solution treatm ent. Their brittleness causes them  to act as 
chip breakers during m achining.
Iron rich phases are also considerably harder than the A1 m atrix and m ay be 
detrim ental to the establishm ent o f a continuous seal betw een the ball-plug and hole. 
D uring the ball p lug insertion fragm ented Fe phases groove both  the ball and casting 
m atrix. In addition, Fe rich phases provide sites for collision w ith other hard particles 
such as Si. The hardness o f the A1 m atrix is low  (pH V 25=71, <3=8.9, see Table 10) 
because the casting has not been subjected to the artificial ageing, and hence elem ents 
like Cu and Si are only partially dissolved.
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Table 10. Hardness of the as-cast EAP 3.0L cylinder head.
M ean M atrix 
M icrohardness (11H V 2 5 )
a  ( |iH V 25) M ean M acrohardness HViooo a  HViooo
71.0 8.9 97.0 3.7
IRC experim ents have shown that for M n free 319 alum inum  alloy the as-cast 
structure contains plate-like Fe rich phases instead o f  the Chinese Script. It is possib le to 
fragm ent and spheroidize these phases during a relatively lengthy TSR and solution 
treatm ent process. Therefore, this option m ight be considered. Fragm entation and 
spheriodization o f plate like Fe rich phases can be very beneficial to casting m echanical 
characteristics. How ever, the cost o f M n free 319 scrap m ay be too high to m ake this 
option feasible.
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4.1.2. B&W and EAP Heat Treated Structures
Light O ptical M icroscopy (LOM ) observation at 500X  m agnification cannot 
d istinguish betw een different Si particle m orphologies for various heat treatm ents. 
R epresentative m icrographs o f various heat treated sam ples w ith em phasis on the Si 
phases are depicted in  Figures (44-47).
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Figure 44. B&W heat treated sample microstructure, 500X magnification.
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Figure 45. EAP “Base” heat treated sample microstructure, 500X magnification.
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Figure 46. EAP “T” heat treated sample microstructure, 500X magnification.
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Figure 47. EAP “R” heat treated sample microstructure, 500X magnification.
Figures (48-51) represent histogram s o f  the m ean Si particle areas and diam eters 
for selected B & W  and EA P sam ples as m easured using the Im age A nalysis (LA) 
technique. The histogram s confirm  the visual LO M  observations presented earlier; there 
is little m etallurgical difference in the Si particle m orphologies that result from  the 
different heat treatm ents.
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T he m ean Si perim eters for the castings range from  a low  o f 8 .2 |im  in the B& W  
castings to a high o f 12.9pm  in the EA P “T ” castings. The m ean Si area fractions range 
from  3.7%  in the B& W  castings to 6.3% in the EA P “T ” castings. The Si particle 
densities are sim ilar for all castings and range betw een approxim ately 6,000 and 11,000 
particles per mm . Sim ilarly, the AFS Si m odification levels for both  the B & W  and the 
EA P castings vary betw een 4.1 and 5.0.
In sum m ary, the Si structure o f the B& W  TSR and heat treated castings is 
som ew hat finer than that o f the EA P “B ase” , “R ” and “T ” castings. H ow ever, from  a 
m etallurgical point o f view , these differences are not considered to be detrim ental to the 
m aterial perform ance during the ball plug insertion. Over 90%  o f the casting volum e 
fraction is occupied by the A1 m atrix, which is the m aterial that carries the m ajority  o f the 
ball insertion stresses.
V arious m echanical tests and m etallurgical analyses o f  actual CEP com ponents 
w ith inserted ball plugs revealed that Si particle cracking was very lim ited and did not 
contribute to crack initiation in the A1 m atrix as w ill be shown in the follow ing chapters. 
H ow ever, finer and m ore uniform ly distributed Si particles enhance m aterial perform ance 
since they have m ore freedom  to “flow ” w ith the m atrix.
A  com parison o f the as-cast and heat treated Si particle characteristics indicated 
that as a result o f  the TSR  and the solution treatm ent process the m ean Si perim eter 
increased by a factor o f approxim ately 2, while the particle density  declined by a factor of 
approxim ately 3. This indicates that Si coarsening takes place during the required  TSR 
and solution treatm ent processes.
V isual observation reveals that the TSR  and the solution treatm ent effectively 
dissolved the Cu rich  phases in all o f the castings. C hinese Script phases are 
therm odynam ically stable and were not affected by the heat treatm ent process. Som e of 
the Chinese Script phases are very coarse and have cross-sections up to  0 .4m m  in 
diam eter as seen in Figure 47 (note: in three dim ensional space these particles are
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considerably larger than suggested by the cross-sectional m easurem ent). M oreover, in 
selected sam ples it was observed that the distribution o f the C hinese Script was not 
hom ogeneous.
E A P could consider raising the tem perature o f the com bined T S R  and the solution 
treatm ent process to approxim ately 500°C, shortening the tim e and elim inating the 
expensive and technically difficult w ater quenching procedure. T his could potentially 
have tw o benefits. It w ould im prove the efficiency o f the sand rem oval and w ould  
perm it the dissolution o f Cu rich phases w ithout the need for a separate solution treatm ent 
step. W A P trials w ould be required to dem onstrate the feasibility o f  this suggestion and 
ensure that it did not have an adverse effect on the casting m echanical properties.
IRC tests proved that the properties o f the as-cast structure w ith its low m atrix  
m icrohardness o f (lHV 2 5 = 71 were sufficient to insert ball plugs w ithout experiencing 
leaking.
Table 11 suggests that the B& W  heat treated castings have a m ore hom ogeneous 
A1 m atrix  in com parison to the EA P castings (note the low er standard deviation). These 
m easurem ents are based on the SEM /EDS m icrochem ical analysis o f the structures 
depicted in Figures (52-57).
Table 11. Scanning Electron Microscopy/Electron Dispersion Spectrometry (SEM/EDS) microchemical 












B& W 0.39 0.18 2.97 0.10 - -
EA P “B ase” 0.36 0.48 2.69 0.31 0.92 0.16
E A P “T” 0.80 0.27 3.09 0.39 0.64 0.14
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Figure 48(a,b). Histograms of the mean Si area and diameter for the B&W castings.
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Figure 49(a,b). Histograms of the mean Si area and diameter for the EAP “Base” castings.
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Figure 50(a,b). Histograms of the mean Si area and diameter for the EAP “T” castings.
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Figure 51(a,b). Histograms of the mean Si area and diameter for the EAP “R” castings.
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Figure 52. SEM/BSE micrograph of the B&W casting, hole 412, longitudinal section 50X magnification.
Chem ical com position o f the m etal m atrix:
Si: 0.20,044, 0.55 % Av.=0.39 %, a=0.18
Cu: 2.87, 3.08, 2.97% Av.=2.97%, a=0.10
Figure 53. SEM/BSE micrograph of the B&W casting, hole 412, longitudinal section. 2000X  
magnification. White features are predominantly Fe rich phases, whereas dark gray are Si particles.
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SEM/BSE micrograph of the EAP “T” casting, hole 412, longitudinal section 50X
Chem ical com position o f the m etal matrix:
Si: 0.64,0.66,1.12%  Av.=0.8%, o=0.27
Cu: 3.25, 3.38, 2.64 % Av.=3.09 %, a=0.39
Zn: 0.79,0.64,0.50%  Av.=0.64%, g=0.14
SEM/BSE micrograph of the EAP “T” casting, hole 412, longitudinal section 2000X
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Figure 56. SEM/BSE micrograph of the EAP “Base” casting, hole 412, longitudinal section 50X 
magnification.
Chem ical com position o f the m etal matrix:
Si: 0.00,0.19,0.91%  Av.=0.36%, o=0.48
Cu: 2.89, 2.33,2.86 % Av.=2.69 %, a=0.31
Zn: 0.94,0.75,1.07%  Av.=0.92%, a=0.16
Figure 57. SEM/BSE micrograph of the EAP “Base” casting, hole 412, longitudinal section. 2000X  
magnification. White features are predominantly Fe rich phases, whereas dark gray are Si particles.
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4.1. Hardness and Homogeneity of the Aluminum Matrix
T he hardness and hom ogeneity o f the alum inum  m atrix  was m easured on a series 
o f  industrially  and laboratory heat treated sam ples. The results o f these m easurem ents 
are presented in Tables 12 and 13 as w ell as Figures 58 and 59. The m easurem ent 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 60.
Table 12. Micro and macro hardness information pertaining to the B&W and EAP heat treated castings.
C asting ID (1 H V 2 5 a  (1 H V 2 5 HViooo a  H V 1 0 0 0
B& W 101.3 3.5 118.7 3.2
EA P Base 112.1 5.7 122.1 2.1
E A P “T ” 104.6 7.6 124.2 2.2
E A P “R ” 103.6 4.3 118.7 3.7
E A P “Q LH 8R” 107.6 4.0 - -
EA P “Q 2R H 7” 89.7 9.2 - -
The B & W  heat-treated castings were softer (1THV2 5  =101) than the first three EA P 
heat treated castings (104 < |lH V 2 5 < 112, “B ase” , “T ” and “R ”). The new EA P 
“Q 2R H 7” castings (using an interrupted quenching procedure) were the softest ([1 H V 2 5  
=90). How ever, it should be noted that the standard deviation o f the m atrix  
m icrohardness for the EA P “Q 2R H 7” castings was considerably higher than m ost o f the 
other types o f castings ( a  = 9.2 vs. a  = 3.5 for the B& W  heat treated castings). This is 
reflected in the hom ogeneity m easurem ents presented below.
The hom ogeneity (Hc) o f the m etal m atrix hardness was evaluated using the 
follow ing formula:
~  2  „  2
H c =  _________
Coefficient of homogeneity.
Standard deviation of the selected sample.




a A = 
a R =
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Table 13. Homogeneity Hc of the metal matrix hardness of the B&W and the EAP heat treated castings.
Casting ID Hc
B& W 0.0
EA P Base 1.7
EA P “T ” 3.7
EAP “R ” 0.5
EA P “Q LH 8R ” 0.3
EA P “Q 2R H 7” 5.9
The B& W  heat treated casting m aterial was chosen as the reference sam ple and 
was assigned a coefficient o f hom ogeneity o f 0.0 as Table 13 indicates. V alues greater 
than 0.0 indicate greater heterogeneity. The coefficients o f hom ogeneity  for the EA P 
heat treated sam ples ranged from  approxim ately 0.5 (EAP “R ”) to alm ost 6.0 (EAP 
“Q 2R H 7’). By w ay o f com parison the as-cast m aterial had a hom ogeneity  coefficient o f 
approxim ately 5.5.
It is likely that further optim ization o f the TSR and the solution treatm ent 
procedures could yield hom ogeneity coefficients o f less than 0 .0  (i.e. better than the 












Figure 58. Vickers microhardness pHV2 5  (light gray) and standard deviation a 2 5 (dark gray) for the 
industrial and laboratory test samples.
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W here: Hc = Coefficient of hom ogeneity
c A = Standard deviation of selected  sam ple
or = Standard deviation of reference sam ple (B ase B&W)
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Figure 60. Illustration of micro and macro hardness testing procedure.
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4.3. Scratch Test of B&W and EAP “Base” Castings
D uring the ball plug insertion operation the casting hole subsurface is subjected to 
friction forces (i.e. com pression stresses, “shaving/tearing” and grooving). These 
phenom ena can be partially sim ulated using the scratch test procedure developed by Dr. 
A hm et A lpas from  the U niversity o f W indsor, Ontario, Canada. Therefore, scratch 
testing was utilized for qualitative and quantitative analysis o f casting m aterial behaviour 
under friction on both  the m acro and m icro scale. A  V ickers hardness testing diam ond 
indenter was draw n across a polished test sam ple taken from  the casting hole section. A  
vertical loading o f 500 gram s was applied to the indenter. Follow ing the scratch test, 
SEM  m icrographs were taken to analyze the A1 m atrix and the response o f  the casting 
constituents to the aforem entioned friction forces. Results are presented in Figures (61- 
62).
The w idth o f the groove in the B & W  heat treated m aterial was approxim ately 
147(im as com pared to 130pm  in the EA P casting. This difference can be attributed to 
the hardness o f  the alum inum  m atrix and the bulk  m aterial in each o f the castings. The 
groove in the B & W  m aterial is deeper since it is easier to “plough” a groove in a softer 
m aterial.
B oth casting types show sim ilarities w ith respect to the severe fragm entation o f 
the iron rich phases. These phases are large and have com plex structures w hen view ed in 
three-dim ensional space. Even the softer B & W  alum inum  m atrix cannot provide enough 
support to ensure the uniform  translation o f the iron rich  phases during the “flow ” and 
com pression experienced during the scratch test. M uch sm aller and rounded Si particles 
are able to sustain the applied stresses if they are not too close (i.e. less than 10pm) to the 
Fe rich  phases. Si particles can “flow ” together w ith the A1 m atrix in both  casting types 
w ithout apparent initiation o f cracks, despite m inor variations in m orphology. The Si 
particles are pressed into the relatively plastic m atrix  by the very hard diam ond indenter.
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The EA P m aterial exhibited “step-like w rinkles” and built-up m aterial at the 
groove end, up to a distance o f approxim ately 10pm  (see the left side o f  the angled 
indentation). This suggests that this alum inum  m atrix cannot sustain com pressive 
stresses. M oreover, the EA P groove end is m ore rounded and prone to the m icro cracks. 
This im plies that the harder EA P heat treated  m atrix is less able to adjust to  the indenter 
shape. This is m ost evident at the corners o f  the indenter located at the edges o f the 
ploughed groove.
In sum m ation, the scratch test results indicate that the ductility o f the A1 m atrix 
needs to be im proved (i.e. optim ized w hile taking under consideration m achinability  
requirem ents) beyond the current ductility o f the B& W  heat-treated castings. This w ill 
im prove the robustness o f the C EP process and will allow for better control o f ball plug 
pressure tightness.
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Figure 61. SEM micrographs of the scratch test (top view) of the EAP “Base” polished sample. Vickers
indenter, 500g load, hole 506.
•  A t the higher m agnification (1000X) severe plastic deform ation can be seen 
w here the indenter has “ploughed” through the polished sam ple surface and has 
created a build  up o f m aterial on either side.
•  The white iron phases have been severely fragm ented w hile the silicon particles 
(gray) have been displaced along w ith the alum inum  m atrix. Only those silicon 
particles in close vicinity to the iron phases have also cracked.
•  A  m icrocrack in the m etal m atrix  can also be observed on the edge o f the bu ild  up 
material.
•  The w idth o f the groove in the EA P sam ple is less than the corresponding w idth 
in the B& W  sample. This is correlated w ith the higher hardness m easurem ents of 
the EA P samples.
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Figure 62. SEM micrographs of the scratch test (top view) of the B&W polished sample. Vickers
indenter, 500g load, hole 506.
• A t the higher m agnification (1000X) it can be seen that the degree o f plastic 
deform ation outside the groove is less than that in the EA P sam ple (no obvious 
“w rinkles” can be seen).
•  The iron phases in the B& W  sam ple have also been severely fragm ented. Silicon 
particles (gray) have only cracked in the vicinity o f the iron phases.
•  A  sm all m icrocrack in the m etal m atrix can also be observed on the edge o f the 
built up m aterial.
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4.4. Compression Tests
D uring the ball plug insertion both the casting and the ball p lug m aterial are 
subjected to  com pression stresses. In order to quantify the effect o f these stresses, a 
series o f com pression tests was perform ed on sam ples taken from  the EA P cylinder head 
oil lines and balls.
4.4.1. Compression Test of the Casting Material
Figure 63 illustrates the effect o f A1 m atrix  hardness (i.e. ductility) on sam ple 
deform ation param eters like: shape, diam eter, height, m axim um  applied force and m acro 
crack developm ent.
HV25=100
Before A fter Fma =3751 kg (8277 lb)
HV?5=120
Fma=4385 kg (9667 lb)
Macro crack
Figure 63. The compression test of the soft (EAP 5) and hard (EAP 4) IRC heat treated EAP cylinder 
head oil line castings.
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M aterial having a m atrix m icrohardness o f I1 H V 2 5  = 1 0 0  deform s m ore uniform ly 
than the harder m aterial. The “barrel” shape o f the sam ple was m aintained and the height 
was reduced to 15.2m m  under a m axim um  load o f 3751kg w ithout any apparent m acro 
surface cracking. M aterial w ith a m atrix m icrohardness o f |lH V 2 5  =  120 exhibited  lateral 
bending and a considerably low er final com pressed height (18.4m m ) under a higher 
m axim um  applied load o f 4385kg. M ost im portantly, the h igher m atrix  hardness caused 
m acro cracks to appear on the surface o f the sample.
In order to control the pressure tightness o f the ball plug it is im perative that the 
alum inum  m atrix  o f the cylinder head be deform ed uniform ly around the entire 
circum ference on both  the m acro and m icro (i.e. grain structure) level. C asting m atrix 
“flow ” surrounding the ball/hole wall interface was analyzed under the SEM  in the B& W  
and EA P heat treated cylinder head ball plugs. Results o f this analysis will be presented 
later in this chapter.
4.4.2. Characterization and Compression Test of the Ball Plug
SEM /ED S analysis revealed that the chem ical com position o f the alum inum  
m atrix  is as follows: M g-3.6; Cu-1.3; Zn-3.9w t%  as indicated in Figure 64. It is know n 
that alum inum  alloys containing elevated Zn levels are m ore prone to stress and galvanic 
corrosion, especially in the presence o f a saltw ater mist.
SEM  observation reveals the presence o f  coarse and hard particles in  the ball- 
plug that are m ade o f the Al, Fe and Cu, as seen in Figure 64. The cross-sectional 
d iam eter o f these particles is up to lOptm. B ecause these particles are em bedded in the 
ball m atrix and the ball m atrix is considerably harder than the casting m atrix, they can 
groove the ball/hole interface during the insertion process. The grooving takes place 
through abrasion and collision w ith the casting constituents such as Fe and Si particles. 
As was discussed earlier, control o f the M n level and optim ized solution treatm ent 
procedures should help to dissolve the Fe particles and reduce the m agnitude o f  this 
problem .
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SE M  observation also revealed the presence o f fine, rounded w ater-soluble 
particles containing Na, M g, Al, Si and Zn as seen in Figure 64. These particles represent 
potential sites for corrosion. In order to m inim ize the form ation o f w ater soluble phases 
it is necessary to control the level o f N a in the ball plug.
Som e subsurface discontinuities such as cavities and laps (having a thickness o f 
up to lOOum) appeared to be separated from  the parent m aterial in areas w here folded 
a lum inum  oxides appeared. D uring the ball insertion process, these laps can be forced 
into the ball/hole interface and can push the ball o ff centre and/or can be com pressed to 
form  a “patchy” seal that is pressure tight im m ediately after the test. U nfortunately, 
under long term  service conditions and the influence o f therm ally generated stresses and 
corrosion, it is likely that the pressure tightness o f this “patchy” seal m ay not be 
m aintained. This claim  requires further investigation.
Subsurface cavities and laps appeared in the ball/hole interference lim it. These 
surface discontinuities were not taken under consideration in  the engineering 
specifications o f the ball dim ensions. If  the discontinuous subsurface is not “shaved” 
during the ball insertion, the surface cavities cannot be effectively sealed by debris like 
laps or the casting m aterial over the long term  and m ay represent sites for future leaking.
The ball plug surface exhibits m acroscopic scale discontinuities in the form  of 
interconnected cavities up to 200 |im  long and 50 |im  w ide observed in  Figure 65. G iven 
that the effective w idth o f the sealed surface is considerably sm aller than one m illim eter 
(lOOOpm), these discontinuities are large enough to aggravate the sealing problem  as is 
seen in Figure 66.
Cryogenic fracture o f the ball, shown in Figure 67, revealed highly elongated 
grains with a ratio o f approxim ately 1 to 3. The elongated grain structure is a resu lt o f 
the rod drawing process that is used during the ball m anufacturing. This ball structure is 
detrim ental since m axim um  pressure tightness can be achieved only w hen the m echanical 
characteristics o f the m aterial are uniform  in all directions.
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The anisotropy o f the ball plug m echanical properties during the com pression test 
is dem onstrated  in Figure 68. B oth  elastic and plastic deform ations are considerably 
different for the three analyzed ball plugs. Even if  the ball is m ost likely not subjected to 
severe p lastic com pression during the insertion into the casting hole this anisotropy m ay 
lead to undesired differences in  localized sealing. In order to  obtain an equiaxed grain 
structure the ball-plug m aterial w ould have to undergo a grain recrystallization process.
T he m icro and m acro hardness o f the ball plugs was tested and was found to be in 
the range o f approxim ately 169 < pHVooo < 1 7 2 ,  and 173 < HViooo <  175 as show n in 
F igure 69. The prim ary im portance o f these findings is to illustrate that the ball plug 
m aterial is m uch harder than any o f the heat treated cylinder head castings. O f secondary 
im portance is the difference betw een the ball m acrohardness and the m atrix 
m icrohardness. In the ball as in the casting, the m atrix carries the m ajority  o f the stress 
during the ball insertion process and at the final ball resting position.
It should be noted that the ball-plug interference w ith the casting hole depends on 
their respective geom etrical dim ensions. Presently the hole tolerances are in the 
m icrom eter range (0.001m m ) as specified by Ford. U nfortunately, the ball diam eter 
tolerance is only +0.02 and -0 .0 4  m m  as specified by the ball m anufacturer H oover, and 
approved by Ford. This level o f precision is probably insufficient and m ay have 
contributed to the leakage problem .
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Matrix:
Mg-3.59% Cu-1.34% Zn-3.85%
Figure 64. SEM micrograph of the ball/hole interface of the B&W cylinder head, hole 506, transverse 
section, “no leak” condition. The micrograph shows a smooth ball/casting interface. The original dendritic 
structure has been preserved. Note the presence of folded oxide layers in the ball and the presence of 
debris in the interface.
Figure 65. SEM micrograph of the ball surface. Note the interconnected surface cavities -  laps.
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Insertion
direction
Figure 6 6 . SEM micrographs of the ball surface after the insertion into the B&W castings, “no leak” 
condition. The ball circumference has been “shaved” up to 1mm during the insertion process. The actual 
width of the seal surface was not determined but is believed to be smaller than 1mm. The upper 
micrograph illustrates two distinct zones (a and b) of the ball plug/ interface seal. The higher magnification 
micrograph (bottom) shows grooves gouged out by hard constituents and evidence of extensive plastic 
deformation. The surface morphology of the seal can be described as “patchy”. Therefore, one cannot 
assume that the seal width and performance is uniform.
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Figure 67. SEM micrographs of the cryogenically fractured ball. Note the elongated grain structure (see 
box), and the loosely attached laps (see arrow).
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Figure 68. Ball plug compression test results. Note the considerable differences in the ball 
microstructural behaviour, which illustrates the directionality of the mechanical properties of the balls.
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Figure 69. Results of the ball micro and macro hardness measurements.
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4.5. Characterization of Ball Plug/Casting Hole Interface
In order to obtain a m axim um  am ount o f m etallurgical inform ation about the ball- 
plug, cast m aterial and interface characteristics after the insertion o f the ball, longitudinal 
and transverse sections throughout the ball centre were obtained. Selected representative 
SEM  and LOM  m icrographs are included in this thesis, w hich illustrate key phenom ena.
4.5.1. CEP Inserted Ball Plugs into B&W Castings
The ball/casting interface that is visible on the transverse sections is relatively 
“sm ooth” in the m ajority o f sam ples as seen in Figure 70. This indicates that the 
alum inum  m atrix  o f the casting is able to accom m odate the ball relatively well. It was 
observed that the interface is frequently filled w ith debris from  the ball and/or casting 
m aterial. In close vicinity to the interface (ie. w ithin approxim ately 40pm ) som e o f the 
larger Si particles (greater than 10pm ) are cracked. H ow ever, these m icro cracks do not 
extend to the m atrix  and therefore are likely not correlated w ith the leaking phenom enon. 
As can be seen in Figure 70, the laps and folded oxides from  the inserted balls are also 
present in the interface.
Longitudinal sections allow the observation o f the subsurface structural effect(s) 
o f the ball insertion into the hole. Figure 71 suggests that the B& W  heat-treated 
alum inum  m atrix  preserves the as-cast dendritic structure better than the corresponding 
EA P m aterial given its low er hardness. M ost likely the characteristics o f the built-up cast 
m aterial in front o f the ball are influenced by a com bination o f  factors including: ball and 
hole diam eters (interference) as well as the hardness o f the casting alum inum  m atrix 
(assum ing constant ball properties) as seen in Figure 71. The height o f the built-up 
m aterial is typically sm aller for the B & W  heat treated parts (approxim ately 44pm  and 
118pm  for the B & W  and EA P “B ase” parts, respectively). H ow ever, in a few selected 
cases, it was observed that this situation was reversed (250pm  for B& W  vs. 90pm  for 
EA P “Base”) as seen in Figure 77. This likely resulted from  a higher level of 
interference betw een the ball and the hole in that sample. H ow ever, it should be noted
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that the level o f m acro dam age was considerably low er for the softer B & W  alum inum  
m atrix. M oreover, as shown in Figure 72 the ball insertion process induces w ork 
hardening o f the casting and ball subsurface alum inum  m atrix. This process can occur 
asym m etrically. Future w ork needs to be conducted to explain this phenom enon.
4.5.2. CEP Inserted Ball Plugs into EAP Castings
Transverse sections o f the EA P castings w ith an inserted ball typically revealed a 
“w avy” (rugged) interface. This rugged interface profile resulted from  an inadequate 
hom ogeneity  o f the alum inum  m atrix. M oreover, inadequate ductility (i.e. excessive 
alum inum  m atrix  m icro hardness) often resulted in  the developm ent o f m icro cracks up to 
50 |lm  long. The severity o f the stresses applied to the casting m aterial during the ball- 
plug insertion is m anifested by the fragm entation o f the Fe rich phases and the translation 
of the broken pieces not only in the longitudinal direction but also in a transverse 
direction as seen in Figures 73, 74. It should be noted that relatively sm all Si particles 
(less than  10pm) sustained the stresses w ithout suffering any apparent damage.
LO M  analysis revealed an interface failure in the form  o f a 16pm  x 416pm  gap 
that m ost likely resulted from  a “shaved” lap(s) together w ith oxides seen in Figure 75. 
Occasionally, patches (up to 43 pm  thick) o f com pressed casting m achining chips w ere 
found in  the interface as observed in Figure 76. Because the ball was pushed out o f 
alignm ent w ith the centre line by the presence o f these chips, the opposite side o f the hole 
was subjected to localized com pressive stresses. These stresses exceeded the alum inum  
m atrix  toughness. Consequently, m acro scale cracking o f the casting m aterial occurred. 
A lthough, this particular casting was pressure tight under quality control conditions its 
long-term  perform ance durability is highly questionable.
A nother exam ple o f the non-sym m etrical distribution o f insertion forces 
translated onto the casting m aterial can be seen in Figure 77. This is m anifested by the 
differences in the height o f the built up m aterial in front o f the ball. The upper left 
m icrograph shows a relatively less disturbed hole subsurface w ith a 90pm  high build  up. 
The low er left and top right m icrographs show build  ups o f approxim ately 136pm  and an
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associated 50pm  long m icro-crack. This build  up is also associated w ith considerable 
subsurface casting m aterial translation and dam age to the dendritic structures. 
Surprisingly, in  this case there was insufficient debris in the interface to cause the ball 
dislocation that was observed. Therefore, tw o alternate reasons should be considered for 
w hy the ball was o ff centre: the anisotropy o f the ball m aterial and the m isalignm ent o f 
the pushing rod. A  com bination o f these factors m ay also have been responsible.
SEM  observations show that a harder and less hom ogeneous alum inum  m atrix  
resulted in the non-uniform  thickness o f  the built up (displaced) casting m aterial. The 
built up m aterial resem bled segm ented “tongues” that m ost likely represented individual 
grains that had not deform ed uniform ly across their diam eters as indicated in Figures 
78a, b.
Figure 70. SEM micrograph showing a B&W heat treated casting with a smooth interface.
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Figure 71. LOM micrographs showing the differences in the casting subsurface structures between the 
EAP (Hole 506, upper picture) and the B&W (Hole 506, lower picture) heat treated longitudinal sections. 
The EAP casting exhibits deformation of the dendritic structure to a depth of approximately 200 pm. The 
B&W heat treated material shows no evidence of subsurface micro scale deformation.
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Figure 72. Transverse cross-sectional microhardness (pHV25) plot for the EAP heat treated sample; “no 
leak” condition, hole 506.
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Figure 73. SEM micrographs of the ball/casting interface found in the EAP hole 506, transverse section, 
“no leak” condition. Top micrograph shows a “wavy” interface between the ball and the casting. White 
features represent iron and/or copper phases. Dark gray features are silicon particles. Higher magnification 
micrograph (bottom) shows the presence of continuous microcracks in the casting material.
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Figure 74. SEM micrographs of the ball/casting interface found in the EAP heat treated cylinder head ball 
plug, transverse section, “leaker” condition. A “wavy” interface is observed in the top micrograph. Under 
higher magnification (lower micrograph) it is evident that severe stress has been imposed on the casting 
subsurface resulting in cracks and translation of the iron rich constituents. Also note the presence of 
unidentified particles in the interface.
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Figure 75. LOM micrographs of the ball/casting interface found in the EAP heat treated casting ball plug, 
transverse section, “leaker” condition. The interface between the ball and the casting is “wavy” and a 
pronounced gap can be observed in the lower micrograph. The “waviness” can most likely be attributed to 
the mechanical properties created by metal matrix heterogeneity, and/or the lap shearing from the ball 
surface
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Figure 76. LOM micrographs of the ball/casting interface found in the EAP heat treated casting, Hole 
506, transverse section, “no leak” condition. Top micrograph shows severe cracking of the casting material 
due to the presence of the machining chips during the ball insertion (see lower micrograph). The long term 
effect of these chips on pressure tightness is unknown.
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D am aged D endritic  Structures
Figure 77. SEM micrographs of the ball/hole interface found in the EAP heat treated casting, hole 606, 
longitudinal section, “no leak” condition. Bottom left micrograph indicates a “translation” of the casting 
material toward the right (direction of ball travel). Note the build up of material in front of the ball. The 
plastic deformation caused the development of microcracks in the built up area (see upper right 
micrograph). There is less material build up evident in the upper left micrograph.
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Figure 78a. SEM micrographs of the displaced casting material at the front of the ball, found in the EAP 
“T” casting’s ball plug, hole 507, “no leak” condition. The displaced casting material takes the form of 
severely cracked separate layers. The higher magnification micrograph on the right hand side shows 
individual silicon particles imbedded in the material.
Displaced Casting 
Material
L aboratory  
Induced Fracture
/
Figure 78b. SEM micrograph of the displaced casting material found at the front of the ball in the B&W 
heat treated casting ball plug, “no leak” condition. The displaced casting material takes the form of cracked 
separate layers; however, the severity of the cracking is lower than that in the EAP sample seen in Figure 
78a.
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4.6. Ball Plug Insertion and Pressure Tightness Tests
In order to determ ine the effect o f the ball plug insertion speed on the nature o f 
the dam age inflicted to the as-cast as w ell as the laboratory heat treated castings, tests 
were conducted using push-in speeds o f 0.01 and lO.OOmm/sec as indicated in  Figure 79. 
The high pushing speed tests show ed that the softer m aterial has a greater ability to 
sustain surface dam age during the ball plug insertion as observed in Figure 80.
For the higher insertion speed, the m axim um  insertion force o f 4000 N occurred 
at the 1mm displacem ent. The m axim um  force caused serious dam age observed after the 
1 m m  displacem ent as seen in Figure 81. For the low insertion speed a continuous 
increase in force was observed. A  m axim um  force o f 3000 N  was registered at the 
displacem ent o f 5m m  seen in Figure 79.
The slow er speed curve is likely correlated w ith less dam age to the interface and 
consequently  im proved long term  pressure tightness. How ever, an insertion speed o f 
0.01 m m /sec is not practical in an industrial setting.
4.6.1. Effect of the Ball/Hole Interface
In order to dem onstrate the relationship betw een the ball/hole interference and the 
pressure tightness sam ples with various levels o f m icrohardness, a lim ited num ber o f 
laboratory experim ents were conducted.
The ball insertion tests were perform ed using a m echanical testing w orkstation. 
The diam eter o f the alum inum  ball was kept constant at 10.10m m  and the d iam eter o f the 
tested hole (#606) was varied betw een 9.99 and 10.05m m  (Table 14). Each hole was 
drilled in  the sections o f  the cylinder head castings that had been put through specific 
heat treatm ent procedures. One hole was tested in the as-cast cylinder head.
The results suggest that the difference betw een the diam eter o f the ball and the 
diam eter o f the hole is o f param ount im portance to  pressure tightness. As the difference 
decreases the tightness o f the seal is reduced. The experim ent suggests that a difference 
less than or equal to 0 .07m m  can cause leaking at 80 psi, and a difference less than 
0.05m m  will result in leaking at a pressure o f only 20 psi as seen in Table 14.
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Table 14. Ball/hole diameter and air pressure tightness tests.
Sam ple ID






Betw een Ball 
and Hole 
D iam eters 
(mm)
A ir Pressure 
(psi)
20 80
As-cast 10.00 10.10 0.10 O K O K
IRC EAP -  2 10.02 10.10 0.08 O K O K
IRC EAP- 3 10.00 10.10 0.10 O K O K
IRC EAP -  5 10.03 10.10 0.07 OK I.KAK
IRC EAP -  6 10.05 10.10 0.05 LEAK LEAK
IRC EAP -  7 10.00 10.10 0.10 O K O K
IRC EAP -  8 9.99 10.10 0.11 O K O K
IRC EAP -10 10.00 10.10 0.10 O K O K
Note: The resolution o f the best Vernier caliper available was 0.01mm.
Ideally, industrial data should be measured to a resolution o f  1pm (0.001mm).
4.6.2. Effect of the Insertion Speed, Ball Lubrication and Casting 
Microhardness on the Insertion Force
An experim ent was carried out com paring the insertion forces in lubricated  vs. 
unlubricated holes in order to determ ine the effect o f lubrication on the ball-plug 
insertion characteristics. The use o f the lubricant “M oly SLIP” during the insertion o f  the 
ball decreased the m axim um  applied load by approxim ately 30% as indicated in  Figure 
82. This reduction was likely due to the m inim ization o f  the friction force at the ball/hole 
contact point. How ever, the shape o f the insertion curve was largely unchanged. The 
required load continued to decline after reaching a peak at approxim ately 1mm 
displacem ent. This suggests that the use o f the lubricant m ay not appreciably im prove 
pressure tightness.
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Figure 83 show s the results o f the insertion tests done on holes that w ere drilled  
and ream ed by the Technical Support Centre (TSC) at the U niversity o f W indsor. The 
ream ing speed w as 2000 rpm. The insertion forces and curve profiles are substantially  
different from  those seen in Figure 82 (holes m achined at CEP). The predom inant 
difference is the lack o f variation betw een the peak insertion force and the level o f the 
plateau. M oreover, Figure 83 indicates that a softer alum inum  m atrix  results in a low er 
insertion force. The three sam ples illustrated in  this figure w ere pressure tigh t at bo th  the 














50 1 2 3 4
Displacement, mm
Figure 79. The effect of insertion speed on the relationship between applied load and the ball 
displacement, hole 412, machined at CEP.
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EAP Base, Hole 507
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Figure 80. SEM micrographs of the hole surfaces after the ball insertion experiments (pushing speed 
O.Olmm/s). B&W heat treated material shows a higher ability to sustain the subsurface damage during the 
ball-plug insertion. However, in both cases macro cracks perpendicular to the ball insertion direction are 
observed.
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Figure 81. SEM micrograph of the surface of hole 507 in the EAP “Base” cylinder head, “leak” 
condition. Note several macro cracks, mostly located below 1mm from the hole edge. This distance 
corresponds to the maximum force recorded during the push in experiment.
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Max. Load 843.71b; 383kg
Without lubricant(99K16LH6)
2500 Mix. Load: 608.81b; 276kg SUP (99K16LH7)
64 52 30 1
Displacement, mm
Figure 82. The effect of ball lubrication on the insertion force in EAP “Base” cylinder head, hole 412, 











3000 IRC EAP 4 Max. Load: 19781b; 897kg 
IRC EAP 5 Max. Load: 18881b; 857kg 
As Cast 1 Max. Load: 14661b; 665kg2000
1000
64 752 30 1
Displacement, mm
Figure 83. Ball insertion laboratory test (insertion speed lOmm/s) showing the effect of the aluminum 
matrix microhardness on the relationship between the displacement and the load. Holes cut by the TSC at 
the University of Windsor.
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Chapter 5 Effect of the Casting Matrix Hardness on the 
Ball Plug Leaking in the CEP Trial
In D ecem ber 1999, a team  of engineers from  EA P and C E P carried out an 
extensive set o f statistically planned experim ents. The purpose o f these experim ents was 
to  quantify the effect o f heat treatm ent on ball plug pressure tightness. C astings heat 
treated  using the B& W , EA P “B ase” and E A P “R ” procedures w ere com pared. The 
results were sum m arized in Table 15.
T he previous laboratory observations are fully supported by the recent C EP data. It 
is clear that the alum inum  m atrix ductility (as expressed by  the m icrohardness 
m easurem ents) has a predom inant effect on the ball/casting m aterial interface 
characteristics. Low er casting m atrix hardness (i.e. higher ductility) results in a low er 
rate o f  leaking castings as indicated in Figure 84.
The IRC laboratory results and the industrial heat treatm ent experim ents show  an 
alm ost 1 to 1 correlation betw een the alum inum  m atrix and the bu lk  m aterial hardness as 
indicated  in Figure 85. The existence o f this relationship confirm s that the required 
cylinder head ductility could be optim ized and m aintained in a narrow  range o f (lH V 2 5 = 
90.
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9.5
Base EAP Castings
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Figure 84. The relationship between the metal matrix microhardness and the % leaking of cylinder heads 
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90 100 110 120 13070 80
Microhardness (HV25)
Figure 85. The effect of casting aluminum matrix microhardness on the bulk material hardness. Analysis 
of the cylinder head design -  thin hole wall rigidity.
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Chapter 6 Analysis of the Cylinder Head Design: “Long” 
vs. “Short” Bosses
Q uantitative analysis o f the D ecem ber, 1999 CEP plant trials reveals that the left 
hand cylinder heads (LH), hole #427 (m axim um  boss height: ~ 35m m , containing a ball 
hole and a tapped line) and hole #425 (L-shaped lines w ith tw o ball plugs) are the m ost 
frequent leakers. For the right hand cylinder heads (RH), hole #412 (sim ilar to hole 
#427LH ) and #410 (sim ilar to  #425LH ) leak m ost frequently as seen in Table 15. The 
failure m odes are presented in Chapter 7.
Table 15. Relationship between the hole boss characteristics and the number of leakers for B&W, EAP 
“Base”, and EAP “R” cylinder heads (source: CEP trial: December, 1999) (see Figures 86-97 for 




H ole height [mm] O utside hole 
diam eter 
[mm]
W all thickness 
[mm] #  o f Leaks





506 11.6 21.5 17.8 3.8 4.5 0 0 1
507 15.4 18.6 17.1 3.6 4.6 2 4 6
427 1.5 34.5 17.6 4.1 5.6 7 7 5
425 6.7 17.0 18.2 3.3 5.1 9 14 9
606 5.3 12.9 18.5 3.8 4.9 0 0 0




H ole height [mm] O utside hole 
diam eter 
[mm]
W all thickness 
[mm] #  of Leaks





506 4.3 11.3 17.6 3.0 5.8 2 3 0
507 4.6 11.6 17.2 2.7 5.4 3 1 0
412 8.8 33.4 17.3 3.4 3.9 i ; 12 10
410 7.7 18.0 18.1 3.6 4.7 12 13 8
606 4.0 13.5 17.7 3.8 5.3 1 2 2
607 4.5 11.7 17.5 3.7 4.8 2 1 2
Note: The method of measuring selected parameters is illustrated in Figures 98,99.
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Particular attention has been paid to the 400 series bosses in order to  recognize the 
factors influencing leaking. Tw o factors appear to be im portant. First, the m axim um  
height o f the boss appears to influence leaking. Taller bosses leak m ore frequently  than 
shorter ones as indicated in  Figure 100. Second, the “L” shaped bosses (#410 and #425) 
appear to leak m ost frequently.
The difference betw een the m axim um  and the m inim um  thickness o f the boss 
w all m ay have an effect on the stress levels surrounding the ball/hole w all interface. 
A ssum ing a freestanding boss (w ithout w all supports as indicated in Figure 98), the ideal 
stress d istribution exists w hen the hole is centered in the boss as show n in Figure 99. The 
m ajority o f the bosses, how ever, are linked to various support elem ents that alter the 
localized stress distribution. These factors should be considered in any future boss 
geom etry studies or alterations.
(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW
Figure 86. LH-head hole #425
(a) TOP VIEW (b) FRONT VIEW (c) SIDE VIEW
Figure 87. LH-head hole #427
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(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW I (c) SIDE VIEW II
Figure 88. RH-head hole #412
(a) TOP VIEW (b) FRONT VIEW (c) SIDE VIEW
Figure 89. RH-head hole #410
(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW I
Figure 90. LH-head hole #506
(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW I
Figure 91. LH-head hole #507
(c) SIDE VIEW II
Q
(c) SIDE VIEW II
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(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW I
Figure 92. LH-head hole #606
(c) SIDE VIEW II
—
(a) TOP VIEW (b) FRONT VIEW
Figure 93. LH-head hole #607
(c) SIDE VIEW
(a) TOP VIEW
Figure 94. RH-head hole #506
(b) SIDE VIEW I (c) SIDE VIEW II
(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW
Figure 95. RH-head hole #507
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(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW I
Figure 96. RH-head hole #606
(c) SIDE VIEW II
(a) TOP VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW
Figure 97. RH-head hole #607
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Boss top face
Figure 98. Dimensions used to categorize the boss geometry. Side view of the RH head, hole #412.




Figure 99. Centricity defects developed during the hole drilling. Top view of the LH head, hole #607.
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y  =  0 . 7 4 5 8 x  - 6 . 1 6 3  




0 5 10 1 5 20 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0
M a x i m u m  H e i g h t  o f  H o l e  B o s s ,  ( m m )
Figure 100. Maximum height of the hole boss (mm) vs. total number of leakers (combined B&W, EAP 
“Base”, and EAP “R” samples).
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Chapter 7 Leaking Mechanisms SEM/EDS Investigation
7.1. Ball Hole Leaking Mechanisms
The objective o f this investigation was to characterize the prim ary ball plug 
leaking m echanism s using SEM /EDS techniques, and to establish  how  the CEP 
production process is related to these m echanism s.
This was accom plished through investigation o f the ball/hole wall cleanliness and 
its effect on the localized lap shearing o f the ball surface during the insertion process. 
The cause o f scratches on the drilled hole walls was also exam ined, as w ell as their 
involvem ent in the ball plug leaking m echanism .
Leaking hole locations from  30 cylinder heads were exam ined to categorize the 
leaking m echanism s. Fourteen B& W , 15 EA P “B ase” , and 1 EA P “R ” heat treated heads 
w ere exam ined.
Tw o ball plug leaking m echanism s w ere distinguished. N am ely the ball shearing 
m echanism , and the hole wall scratching m echanism .
7.1.1. Ball Shearing Mechanism
This leak m echanism  was observed in 9 B& W , 4 EA P “B ase” , and 1 EA P “R ” 
heat treated heads as seen in Table 16. Localized leaks occurred in  the ball sheared 
regions. Sheared ball deposits (laps) w ere observed on the hole w alls, Figures 105(a-c), 
106a, and 107a. These laps contributed to the ball shearing during the insertion process. 
D eposits observed on the hole walls corresponded in size to the ball sheared regions as 
seen in Figures 106b, 107b. In every case, the ball sheared cavities displayed scratch 
m arks parallel to the direction o f insertion as seen in Figures 101(a-e), 102(a,b), 103(a,b), 
104, 106b, 107b. Ball lap outlines w ere observed on the rear end o f the slip bands, 
Figures 101(a-e), 103b, 104. In one case, a line perpendicular to  the direction o f  ball 
insertion was observed on the ball sheared surface seen in Figure 104. This is believed to 
be a lap boundary region as well.
H ole wall cleanliness prior to the ball insertion plays an im portant role in  this 
m echanism . Rem nant casting chips residing on the hole walls act as wedges betw een the
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ball and the hole wall surface during the ball insertion. In three cases, casting chips were 
observed in  the cavity o f the ball sheared regions as seen in Figures 101(a,d), 102(a,b), 
103(a,b), 107b.
Table 16. The identification of the leaking mechanisms according to the heat treatment and hole 
designation (including Left Hand (LH) or Right Hand (RH) designation and hole number).





















EAP RH2-2K99 "412" 2







RH3-4 9(E293) "412" 2
EAP "FT RH7-(R649) "412" 1
NOTE: Leak Mechanism 1: BALL SHEARING MECHANISM
Leak Mechanism 2: HOLE WALL SCRATCHING MECHANISM
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Figure 101a. SEM micrograph of the ball plug subsurface crater through which the leak occurred. The 
sealing band is 1250 pm in width, while the crater is 1500 pm wide and 1700 pm long. Note, two casting 









Figure 101b. SEM micrograph of the ball plug subsurface craters inside the sealing band through which 
the leaks occurred. The sealing band is 1200 pm in width, while the smaller crater is 1000 pm wide and 
500 pm long and the bigger crater is 750 pm wide and 1200 pm long. EAP “Base”, Hole #427, Mag. 30X.
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“FRONT” “REAR”





Figure 101c. SEM micrograph of the ball plug subsurface crater through which the leak occurred. The 













Figure lO ld. SEM micrograph of the ball plug subsurface craters through which the leaks occurred. The 
sealing band is 1400 pm in width, while the bigger crater is 1400 pm wide and 500 pm long and the other 
crater is 1200 pm wide and 500 pm long. Note, one casting chip (up to 200 pm in width) is present inside 
the bigger crater. B&W, Hole #427, Mag. 30X.
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SEALING BAND ffi w
Figure lOle. SEM micrograph of the ball plug subsurface crater through which the leak occurred. The 
sealing band is 1400 pm wide, while the crater is 2000 pm wide and 2000 pm long. B&W, Hole #410, 
Mag. 30X.
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Figures 102(a,b). SEM micrographs of the ball plug subsurface crater (Figure a), and a magnified chip 
region from Figure (a) (Figure b). The casting chip indicated is 200 pm wide and 120 pm long. Chemical 
composition of this chip was determined by the EDS technique. B&W, Hole #427, Mag. 30X in Figure (a) 
and 500X in Figure (b). An additional description of Figure (a) is presented in (Figure lOld).
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Figure (b)
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Figures 103(a,b). SEM micrographs of the ball plug subsurface crater (Figure a), and the magnified chip 
region from Figure (a) (Figure b). The sealing band is 1400 mm in width, while the casting chip indicated is 
170 mm wide and 450 mm long. Chemical composition of this chip was determined by the EDS technique. 
B&W, Hole #410, Mag. 30X in Figure (a) and 250X in Figure (b).
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Figure 104. SEM micrograph of the ball plug subsurface craters showing lap outlines running 
perpendicular to the direction of insertion. Lack of contact between the ball and the hole wall resulted in 
the leak path. EAP “Base”, Hole #427, Mag. 60X. An additional description of the image at 30X Mag. is 
given in (Figure lb).











Figure 105a. SEM micrograph of the casting hole wall showing the ball insertion path history. One of the 
ball laps was sheared 500 pm from the rim, this resulted in a ball hole no-contact zone through the rest of 
the ball insertion process. B&W, Hole #427, Mag. 30X.
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Figure 105b. SEM micrograph of the casting hole wall showing the ball insertion path history. One of 
the ball laps was sheared 500 pm from the rim, this resulted in a ball hole no-contact zone through the rest 











Figure 105c. SEM micrograph of the casting hole wall showing the ball insertion path history. One of the 
ball laps was sheared 700 pm from the rim, this resulted in a ball hole no-contact zone through the rest of 
the ball insertion process. EAP “Base”, Hole #425, Mag. 30X.
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Figures 106(a,b). SEM micrographs of the hole wall (Figure a) and the ball surface (Figure b), indicating 
the size relationship between the ball deposit observed on the hole wall and the sheared region observed on 
the ball surface. In this case, the sheared region was deposited 2000 pm from the final ball insertion 
position. B&W, Hole #410, Mag. X30.
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Figures 107(a,b). SEM micrographs of the hole wall (Figure a) and the ball surface (Figure b) indicating 
the size relationship between the ball deposit observed on the hole wall and the sheared region observed on 
the ball surface. The ball deposit resulted in a ball hole no-contact zone through the rest of the ball 
insertion process. In this case the sheared region was deposited 500 pm from the rim. B&W, Hole #427, 
Mag. 30X.
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7.1.2. Hole Wall Scratching Mechanism
This leak m echanism  was observed in 5 B&W , and 11 EA P “B ase” heat treated  
cylinder heads as seen in Table 16. The leaks occurred in the scratched channel regions 
in  the casting hole w all w here there was no contact betw een the ball and the hole w all as 
seen in Figures 109(a-d)). Scratches appeared on the hole w alls. They occurred at 
random  locations spiraling along the hole m ain axis, Figures 109(a-e), 110(a,b), 111, 112. 
Interrupted scratch m arks appeared on the hole walls alongside the scratched grooves, 
Figures 109(b,d). B oth  the scratched grooves and the in terrupted scratch m arks changed 
the local size o f the hole diam eter. As a result, the ball/hole wall contact interface was 
not continuous during the ball insertion and the ball was not “shaved” as seen in Figures 
108(a,b,d,e). In one case, m achining chips w ere observed in the scratched groove on the 
hole w all indicated in Figures 110(a,b). In another case, in terrupted m achining scratch 
m arks were observed on the rim  o f the ball plug hole as shown in F igure 111. This 






Figure 108a. SEM micrograph of the ball plug surface. The very shallow sealing band is 650 pm wide. 
Numerous surface cavities range from 50 to 100 pm in size. The cavities are still visible in the sealing 
band. EAP “Base”, Hole #412, Mag. 30X.
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Figure 108b. SEM micrograph of the ball plug surface. The sealing band is interrupted. It diverges and 
ranges from 450 to 1200 pm in width. Numerous surface cavities range from 50 to 100 pm in size. The 








Figure 108c. SEM micrograph of the ball plug surface. The sealing band is 550 pm in width, while the 
localized craters are all 100 pm long and range from 450 to 600 pm in width. Numerous surface cavities 
range from 50 to 100 pm in size. B&W, Hole #412, Mag. 60X.
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Figure 108d. SEM micrograph of the ball plug surface. The sealing band is 1100 pm in width. 
Numerous surface cavities range from 50 to 100 pm in size. The cavities are still visible in the sealing 









Figure 108e. SEM micrograph of the ball plug surface. The sealing band is 650 pm in width. Surface 
cavities range from 50 to 100 pm in size. The depth of surface cavities is larger than the thickness of 
shaved ball material in the sealing band. EAP “Base”, Hole #412, Mag. 100X.
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Figure 109a. SEM micrograph of the hole wall showing the scratched grooves. The wide groove is 1100 
pm in width, while the narrow groove width is 500 pm. At the final ball insertion position the lack of 
contact between the ball and the hole wall resulted in the leak path. The path runs through the right hand 















Figure 109b. SEM micrograph of the hole wall showing the scratched groove and interrupted scratch 
marks. The groove is 1100 pm wide, while the interrupted scratch marks are 200 pm in width and 100 pm 
in length. At the final ball insertion position the lack of contact between the ball and the hole wall resulted 
in the leak path. The leak path width is 300 pm. EAP “Base”, Hole #412, Mag. 30X.
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Figure 109c. SEM micrograph of the hole wall showing two scratched grooves derived from a single 
groove. Their combined width is 800 pm. At the final ball insertion position the lack of contact between 
the ball and the hole wall resulted in the leak path. This path runs through the lower groove and is 300 pm 
wide. Multiple scratch grooves below the final ball insertion position are 700 pm wide in total. EAP 
“Base”, Hole #412, Mag. 25X.
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Figure 109d. SEM micrograph of the hole wall showing the scratched groove and interrupted scratch 
marks. The groove is 300 pm in width, while the interrupted scratch marks are 200 pm in width and 100 
pm in length. At the final ball insertion position the lack of contact between the ball and the hole wall 
resulted in the leak path. This path runs through the scratched groove and is 300 pm wide. EAP “Base”, 










Figure 109e. SEM micrograph of the hole wall showing multiple scratched grooves. The two grooves 
indicated are 600 and 900 pm wide. During the ball insertion process casting material irregularities are 
leveled-off creating plateaus as indicated by the arrows. EAP “Base”, Hole #410, Mag. 30X.
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DIRECTION I Il u b r i c a n tRESIDUES
Figure (b)
Figures 110(a,b). SEM micrographs of the hole wall showing multiple scratched grooves containing 
machining chips separated by the casting material plateaus. The grooves range from 200 to 500 pm in 
width, while the casting chips range from 20 to 120 pm in width and 100 to 250 pm in length. Lubricant 
residues are believed to affix these casting chips in place. EAP “Base”, Hole #410, Mag. 30X and 250X, 
respectively.
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Figure 111. SEM micrograph of the hole wall showing interrupted machining scratch marks and multiple 
scratched grooves. Scratch marks which extend to the hole rim occupy two main areas. The smaller area is 
400 pm in width and 1000 pm long, while the other area is 500 pm by 3000 pm. Two main scratch 
grooves indicated are 800 and 300 pm wide. They are separated by the casting material plateaus. EAP 











Figure 112. SEM micrograph of the hole wall showing two scratched grooves. They are misaligned and 
their widths are not constant. The groove parallel to the rim has a width that varies from 200 to 600 pm, 
while the groove at an angle to the rim varies in width between 200 and 300 pm. The two grooves are 
separated by the casting material plateaus. B&W, Hole #412, Mag. 27X.
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Chapter 8 Finite Element Analysis of the Stress 
Distribution in the Ball and Cylinder Plug 
Systems
The objective o f  th is investigation was to  m odel the stress distribution in  tw o 
different p lug insertion m echanism s: the ball p lug m echanism , and the cylindrical plug 
m echanism  in the 3.0L D E W /Jaguar cylinder heads.
A  com parison o f  the stress fields w as m ade at the p lug/casting interface betw een 
the ball p lug and cylindrical p lug system s.
The softw are used to  m odel the stresses w as A N SY S 5.6. One o f  the m any 
features o f  th is softw are is the analysis o f  the press fit system s.
In  general, to  create any finite elem ent m odel the geom etry o f  the tested  specim en 
has to  be divided into elem ents o f  predeterm ined shape. The accuracy o f  the results 
depends largely on  the elem ent geom etry  and d istribution through the  tested specim en. 
To increase the confidence o f  the results several test runs w ith d ifferent elem ent size and 
distribution arrangem ents are conducted. W hen the results from  these test runs becom e 
convergent the m odel is deem ed to  be acceptable. Three such test runs w ere conducted in 
th is case before the difference betw een test runs becam e negligible.
Based on the investigations in  previous reports the stress distribution in  a  plug 
system  is believed to  be dependant on the follow ing factors:
8.1. Factors Affecting the Stress Distribution
8.1.1. Material Properties
These properties are defined as: Y oung’s M odulus -  E, Y ield S tress - a y, U ltim ate 
Stress - Outs, Po isson’s R atio - v, and Shear M odulus -  G. For the purpose o f  this 
investigation only Y oung’s M odulus and Po isson’s ratio  w ere used. Y oung’s 'M odu lus 
w as m easured directly from  the ball and casting sam ples, w hereas P o isson’s ratio  is the 
sam e for both o f  these alloys.
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These quantities w ere assigned the follow ing values:
7075-A1





8.1.2. Plug/Hole Diameter Difference
Plug diam eter m easurem ents are based on the previous investigations w ith  the 
ball plug system . The overlap m easurem ent in  that case w as 0.01 m m  (average ball 
diam eter w as 10.01 m m , and average hole diam eter w as 10.00 m m ). F or the purpose o f  
this investigation the cylindrical p lug diam eter w as assum ed to  be the sam e as the ball 
diam eter in  order to  m ake the stress distribution in  the ball and cylindrical plug system s 
com parable.
8.1.3. Boss Geometry
In  Chapter 6 the differences betw een the boss geom etries w ere outlined. The 
bosses range from  long bosses that stand out from  the casting, to  short bosses, w hich  are 
surrounded by the casting m aterial. S tress d istribution is d irectly  affected  by the boss 
geom etry so that each  boss design develops a  different stress field  during the plug 
insertion.
In this investigation the tw o above m entioned boss designs w ere sim ulated. This 
allow ed for a direct com parison o f  stress field d istributions betw een these extrem e 
designs. Based on  these observations it is possible to  approxim ate the stress field 
distribution in other bosses.
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8.1.4. Application of the Insertion Force on the Plug
F or the  purpose o f  th is analysis the insertion force w as assum ed to  be applied at 
the  centre o f  the p lug in  the d irection parallel to the hole m ain  axis.
A s the insertion speed increases, so does the reg ion  o f  p lastic deform ation, and 
the possib ility  o f  p lug shearing in  the plug/casting contact region. In  th is investigation 
the insertion speed w as assum ed to  be slow  to allow  for a  controlled  increase in  stress. 
The coefficient o f  friction betw een the ball and the hole w all w as assum ed to  be p = 0 .1.
8.2. Model Design
8.2.1. Physical Geometries
This analysis w as concerned w ith  m odeling the “extrem e” geom etries (holes 
410/412 vs. 506/507). N one o f  the bosses have a  sym m etric design, so it w as necessary 
to assum e an  average central cross-section that represents each  boss type. L ong bosses 
w ere assigned a  central cross-section indicated in  F igure 113a, w hereas short bosses w ere 
assigned a  central cross-section featured in  Figure 113b.
In the  m odel o f  the ball plug system , the oil hole cross-section is com posed o f  two 
rectangular shapes that are parallel to each other and to  the ball insertion pa th  as seen in  
Figure 114a. B all diam eter is 0.01 m m  greater than  the hole diam eter.
In  the cylindrical p lug system , Figure 114b, the d iam eter th rough the  centre o f  the 
cylinder is 10.01 m m . The diam eter o f  the oil hole is 10.00 m m . A s in  the case o f  the 
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Figure 113a. Long boss simulated cross-centre geometry with assigned boundary conditions in the model.
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Figure 113b. Short boss simulated cross-centre geometry with assigned boundary conditions in the model.
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Figure 114b. Geometric design o f the cylindrical plug model used in the finite element analysis.
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The difference betw een the ball and the cylinder lies in the contact interface 
betw een the p lug  and the casting. This interface is dependant on the surface geom etry o f  
the plug as w ell as on the boundary conditions applied  on  the boss.
8.2.2. Boundary Conditions Applied
B oundary conditions fix the surface o f  the body to  prevent it from  translating and 
rotating about the x, y  and z axis.
There w ere tw o distinct boundary conditions applied on the ball and the cylinder 
plug m odels. They sim ulated the tw o boss geom etry  types. N am ely, 410/412 and 
506/507 boss geom etries.
The assigned boundary conditions are illustrated in  Figures 113a-b. The first case 
represents a  longitudinal ball plug w here the casting structure is constrained in  all 
displacem ents only at the base (representative o f  ho les 410 and 412). In  the second case, 
the constrain t on the casting is at the base as w ell as on the sides (representative o f  holes 
506 and 507).
8.2.3. Press Fit Operation
Plug insertion w as assum ed to  be centric (insertion forces acting parallel to  the 
m ain  axis o f  the hole). The insertion force acts on  the top o f  the p lug, and for the 
purposes o f  this study it w as assum ed to  be a  concentrated force w hich  is distributed 
through the plug and does not affect the stress concentration at the p lug/casting interface. 
For the ball plug the insertion distance is 5 m m  (so that the w hole ball is inserted into the 
oil hole). W hereas, in  the case o f  the cylindrical p lug the insertion distance is 11 m m  to 
achieve a  com plete insertion as w ith  the ball plug.
8.2.4. Mathematical Expectations of the Model
U sing stress analysis techniques fo r press fit system s as outlined by R ichard  G. 
B udynas in  “A dvanced Strength and A pplied  Stress A nalysis” [43], the pressure at the 
interface o f  the plug and the casting can be determ ined. U sing  the form ula explained in
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literature rev iew  (section 2.3 Press-Fit System s) the m agnitude o f  the stress at the 
interface w as approxim ated.
P = (  „2
Jo \
c l + b 2 
2 , 2  + V / »c - b
\ f  Z .2
+
y + a '
/ E,
— v
. 2  _ 2  *y - a ‘
where: p  -  interface pressure
8 = radial interface o f  the m ating parts, b\ - b0 
b = approxim ate com m on radius 
c =  outer radius o f  outer part 
a =  inner radius o f  inner part 
E0JEi -  m oduli o f  elasticity  o f  outer and inner m em bers respectively  
v0, V, =  Poisson ratio o f  outer and inner m em bers respectively
G iven that in  th is m odel:
8 =  0.005 mm 
b = 5.000 m m  
c = 11.000 m m
a = 0 mm (since the plug m edium  is no t hollow )
'j
E0 = 85E6 N /m m  (casting m edium ), Ex = 90E6 N /m m  (plug m edium ) 
v0 = Vj =  0.33
The calculated interface pressure (p) for the system  is 34,224 Pa.
8.3. Results
8.3.1. Base Constraint (Holes 410/412)
To com pare the stress distributions betw een the ball and the cylindrical plug 
system s tw o stress fields w ere chosen for analysis: the von M ises stress, and the stress in 
the y-direction (the m ain  hole axis).
The von M ises stress indicates the m axim um  stress developed in  the p lug system  
while the _y-direction stress d istribution outlines the tension-com pression regions that 
develop along the hole m ain  axis.
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8.3.1.1. Ball Plug
The average von  M ises stress obtained at the contact reg ion  on  the cross section 
o f  the ball p lug  system  is 35,383 P a  as indicated in  Figure 115. This closely  agrees w ith 
the interface pressure (p) calculated above.
Figure 115. Von Mises yield stress distribution in the 410/412 ball plug system at the ball final resting 
position. Units are in [Pa = N/mm2].
The shape o f  the m aterial governs the stress field. In  the case o f  the casting the 
contact pressure is supported by m ore surrounding m aterial. T his resu lts in  a  circular 
stress distribution in  the casting. In  the case o f  the ball how ever, the stress field  is m ore 
oval due to a  lack o f  m aterial support on the sides o f  the contact point.
Insertion o f  the ball expands the hole d iam eter creating regions o f  tension and 
com pression. These regions are affected  by  the boundary conditions applied to  the 
casting. “Long” bosses are fixed only at the base as indicated in  F igure 113a, therefore as 
the ball is inserted the casting w alls p ivot about the base. B y considering the stress 
distribution in the  ^-d irection  (insertion direction) tension  and com pression  regions in  the 
casting w alls and in  the ball can be clearly  distinguished, F igures 116a,b.
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These regions are evenly balanced in the casting w alls w ith  tension  at 2,133 Pa 
(red) and com pression  at -2 ,295  Pa (orange). T ension  and com pression though is very 
disproportionate in  the ball plug w ith  tension regions being dom inant and com pression 
being lim ited in  size due to  the geom etry o f  the ball contact surface.
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Figures 116(a,b). ^-direction stress distribution in the 410/412 ball plug system at the ball final resting
position. Tension regions are indicated by positive signs and compression regions by negative signs. Units
are in [Pa = N/mm2].
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8.3.1.2. Cylindrical Plug
In  th is case there is a  line contact betw een the p lug and the casting as seen in 
Figure 117. The von  M ises stress developed is 33,767 Pa at the p lug  interface and m ore 
than  double that (73,654 Pa) in  the casting in terface m aterial. The sealing surface is 
m uch greater w ith  this plug system  as com pared to  the ball p lug system .
Figure 117. Von Mises yield stress distribution in the 410/412 cylinder plug system at the plug’s fmal 
resting position. Units are in [Pa = N/mm2].
There is a  very in tense stress concentration  at the furthest edge o f  the inserted 
cylinder (113,541 Pa). This concentration exists due to  the “ long” boss boundary 
condition applied on the casting hole structure.
Tension and com pression regions are very  different than  in  the  ball plug, F igures 
118a,b. This is directly related  to  the contact surface betw een the cy linder p lug  and the 
hole wall. Com pression dom inates th is p lug system  w ith  varying levels (orange at 
-1 ,4 6 4  Pa and yellow  at -1 3 ,4 4 0  Pa) in  bo th  the cylindrical p lug and  the casting. 
Tension regions are alm ost non-existent except fo r tw o th in  bands (at 10,513 Pa) present 
in  the casting walls.
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Figure 118(a,b). y-direction stress distribution in the 410/412 cylinder plug system at the plug’s final
resting position. Tension regions are indicated by positive signs and compression regions by negative
signs. Units are in [Pa = N/mm2].
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8.3.2. Base and Side Constraint (Holes 506/507)
In  order to  m odel the von M ises and the ^ -d irec tion  stress fields in  holes 506/507 
a boundary constrain t in  all directions (x, y  and z) w as assigned to  the  base and the 
outside o f  the casting hole geom etry, Figure 113b, w hile  keeping all dim ensions for both 
the ball p lug and the cylindrical p lug the same. T his m odification d irectly  im pacted the 
stress distribution in  the casting and the tw o types o f  plugs.
8.3.2.I. Ball Plug
The average von  M ises stress distribution at the contact reg ion  w as shifted up to 
40,868 P a  as can be seen in  Figure 119. The stress gradient m aintained the  sam e shape as 
in the 410/412 ball p lug  m odel.
Figure 119. Von Mises yield stress distribution in the 506/507 ball plug system at the ball final resting 
position. Units are in [Pa = N/mm2].
Com pressive stress on the ball/casting in terface changed very  little (to -2 1 ,0 0 6  
Pa) in  com parison w ith  holes 410/412.
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There w as, how ever a significant ^-d irection  stress field  change in  the rest o f  the 
ball and casting, F igures 120a,b. The com pression stress field  increased in  size but 
decreased in  in tensity  to  -1 ,0 6 5  Pa as com pared to  the 410/412 ball p lug system . This is 
due to the additional constraint placed on  the outside w all o f  the casting w hich allow s a 
distribution o f  the com pressive field.
The tensile  field, on the other hand, decreases in  size to  becom e alm ost non­
existent in  the casting. It is one-third the ball volum e, bu t increases in  intensity  to  3,920 
Pa.
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Figures 120(a,b). ^-direction stress distribution in the 506/507 ball plug system at the ball’s final resting
position. Tension regions are indicated by positive signs and compression regions by negative signs. Units
are in [Pa = N/mm2].
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8.3.2.2. Cylindrical Plug
The m odification o f  the boundary constraints lim its the d isplacem ent o f  the 
casting side w alls so that as the p lug is inserted the m axim um  stress at the plug/casting 
interface is achieved im m ediately. A s the p lug is inserted further the stress develops in 
the casting and the rest o f  the p lug bu t it does not intensify any further.
The average von  M ises stress distribution in  the cylinder/casting contact region at 
the final p lug resting position  rem ained  nearly  the sam e in  the casting but w as doubled in  
the cylinder plug resulting  in  bo th  m aterials having  the sam e stress in tensity  o f  79,579 Pa 
as can be seen in  F igure 121.
The stress gradient m aintained the sam e shape in  the cy linder p lug but changed in 
the surrounding casting m aterial.
Figure 121. Von Mises yield stress distribution in the 506/507 cylinder plug system at the plug’s final 
resting position. Units are in [Pa = N/mm2].
The stress field  in  the y-d irection  changed drastically  as indicated in  Figure 
122a,b. Since the w alls o f  the casting w ere no longer allow ed to  p ivo t about the base,
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com pression regions disappeared from  the casting w alls and the stress field was 
m odified.
A t the p lug/casting interface the com pression region increased in  size and w as 
intensified to  -1 9 ,4 7 2  P a  (in  yellow). A s a result the region that used  to  be “light” 
com pression in  410/412 hole design turned  to  “light” tension  at 340 P a  (in  orange) in  this 
p lug system . Intense tension  regions developed on the inside casting w alls ahead and 
behind the p lug  at 20,154 Pa (red).
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Figure 122(a,b). ^-direction stress distribution in the 506/507 cylinder plug system at the plug’s final 
resting position. Tension regions are indicated by positive signs and compression regions by negative 
signs. Units are in [Pa = N/mm2].
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Chapter 9 Results Summary and Conclusions
Extensive investigation o f the ball plug leaking problem  in the 3.0L/D EW  Jaguar 
cylinder heads has led to the follow ing findings and conclusions:
1. 319 A1 Cylinder Head Castings
In the early investigation stage it was determ ined that the cylinder head solution 
treatm ent and artificial ageing param eters (through the control o f the alum inum  m atrix 
hardness) are the m ajor contributors to the ball plug leaking frequency. EA P “B ase” heat 
treated  castings resulted in  over 9.5%  o f ball plug leakers as Figure 84 indicates. B & W  
heat-treated castings had a 6.4%  o f leakers. In both  cases process capabilities (including 
the C E P production process) are not acceptable, since F ord ’s u ltim ate target is a zero 
defect policy.
1.1. H eat Treatm ent Cycle
Overall and direct com parisons o f the heat treatm ent process capabilities are 
difficult since the exceptionally long therm al sand rem oval process dictated by the very 
thin and intricate shape o f the cores also affects the casting structural characteristics. 
H ow ever, for the purpose o f this work, the consistency o f the tem perature control is 
defined by the standard deviation (Gt).
1.1.1. B& W  heat treatm ent proved to have relatively good consistency in term s 
o f the tem perature control as expressed by Gt- For the solution treatm ent 
tem perature G t= + /- 2 .3 ° C ,  and for the artificial ageing tem perature Gt= + /-  
1.4°C.
1.1.2. A ll EA P “R ” , “B ase” , and “T ” heat treatm ents low er tem perature control 
during both solution treatm ent and artificial ageing. For the solution heat
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treatm ent O j range is +/-6.4°C to +/-15.5°C, w hile for the artificial ageing 
ax  range is +/-3.6°C to  +/-4.0°C.
1.1.3. Laboratory heat treatm ent trials sim ulating the solution heat treatm ent and 
artificial ageing processes have been perform ed w ith calibrated  K- 
therm ocouples em bedded in the test sam ples allow ing an accurate 
tem perature control o f  +/-1°C.
1.2. Cylinder H ead M etallurgical Structure in A s-Cast C ondition
1.2.1. A s-cast cylinder heads contain highly refined silicon m orphology as 
indicated in Figure 43. This is the result o f  a high cooling rate during the 
solidification process and the additions of strontium .
1.2.2. C u-rich phases are in the form  o f  fine and uniform ly distributed particles.
1.2.3. Fe-rich phases are present predom inantly in the form  o f coarse Chinese 
Script particles.
1.3. Cylinder H ead M etallurgical Characteristics in Post H eat T reatm ent Conditions
1.3.1. M icrostructure
1.3.1.1. It was determ ined that the M ean Silicon A rea Fraction ranges from  3.7%  
for the B& W  heat treated castings to 6.3% for the EA P “T ” heat treated 
castings. V ariance in silicon distribution by heat treatm ent is indicated 
in Figures 48-51. Further analysis revealed that the m etallurgical 
characteristics o f  the m atrix are m ore influential on the ball/hole seal 
integrity  than the Si m orphology.
1.3.1.2. C u-rich phases in  the B& W  and all EA P T SR  and heat treatm ent 
castings are effectively dissolved in the A l-m atrix.
1.3.1.3. Fe-rich phases are therm odynam ically stable and did not change their 
m orphology during the solution treatm ent.
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1.3.2. Metal M atrix wt.% Chemical Composition
1.3.2.1. SEM /ED S m icrochem ical analysis o f the A l-m atrix  revealed a silicon 
level ranging from  0.36%  in the EA P “B ase” heat treated castings to
0.80%  in EA P “T ” heat treated castings. The standard deviation was 
observed to be 0.48, and 0.27 respectively. C opper level ranged from  
2.69%  for EA P “B ase” to 3.09%  for EA P “T ” , w ith the standard 
deviation ranging from  0.31 to 0.39 respectively as indicated in Table
11. B & W  heat treatm ent resulted in a m atrix  silicon level o f 0.39%  w ith 
a standard deviation o f 0.18. The C opper level w as recorded at 2.97%  
w ith a standard deviation o f 0.10.
1.3.3. A l-M atrix  M icrohardness and H om ogeneity
1.3.3.1. B & W  heat treated castings are the softest w ith jjHV25=101.3, w hile  the 
EA P “R ” and “T ” both  have very sim ilar m icrohardness: for EA P “R ” 
|_lHV25=103.6, and for EA P “T ” |lH V 25= 104.6. EA P “B ase” has the 
highest m icrohardness, w ith (lHV25 = l 12.1.
1.3.3.2. B & W  heat treated cylinder heads having the low est standard deviation 
were chosen as the reference sam ple for A l-m atrix  hom ogeneity 
analysis. The hom ogeneity o f B & W  A l-m atrix  w as assigned a value o f
0.0 as seen in Table 13. W hereas EA P “T ” heat treated  castings w ith the 
highest standard deviation were found to have the w orst hom ogeneity  o f 
3.7.
1.3.3.3. Through additional laboratory heat treatm ent experim ents it w as found 
that B & W  heat treatm ent procedures can be im proved upon to  produce 
better hom ogeneity coefficients: -0.6 for IRC E A P 5 heat treatm ent 
cycle, and -0.5 for IRC EA P 3 heat treatm ent as Figure 59 indicates.
1.3.3.4. Laboratory sim ulation o f the B & W  and EA P as w ell the optim ization o f 
the heat treatm ent processes resulted  in the developm ent o f a statistically 
valid  relationship betw een the process param eter and the m icrohardness
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o f the m etal matrix. A n optim al m icrohardness o f  90 (1 H V 2 5  can be 
achieved through a T SR  o f 10-11 hours at 470°C  follow ed by an 
artificial ageing o f 4 hours at 265°C.
1.4. Scratch  Test
1.4.1. The w idth o f the grove in the EA P “B ase” heat treated  casting is narrow er 
as com pared to the w idth o f the grove in the B& W  heat treated casting as 
can be seen in Figures 61 and 62. This is directly related to the casting 
m atrix m icrohardness.
1.4.2. Both EA P “B ase” and B & W  heat treated castings exhib it iron and silicon 
particle cracking during the scratch test. H ow ever, harder EA P “B ase” 
heat treated casting show s severe m aterial buildup on the edge o f  the 
ploughed groove as indicated in Figure 61.
1.5. Com pression Test
1.5.1. The com pression test revealed that high m etal m atrix  m icrohardness 
results in sam ple surface m acrocracking and uneven deform ation patterns 
as indicated in Figure 63.
1.6. H ole Boss Geom etry
1.6.1. The num ber o f leakers correlates w ith the hole boss height. The long 
protruding bosses have the greatest num ber o f leakers as indicated  in 
Table 15 and Figure 100.
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2. Ball Plug Characteristics
2.1. Surface and Subsurface M orphological Analysis
2.1.1. SEM  observations o f the ball surface revealed interconnected surface 
cavities and laps separated from  the ball plug surface by the oxide film s as 
depicted in Figure 65.
2.1.2. Cryogenically fractured balls revealed severely elongated grain structure, 
and loosely attached laps as seen in  Figure 67.
2.2. M atrix M icrohardness
2.2.1. The m ean ball m icrohardness is equal to |O.HV25=200, see Figure 72. This 
is approxim ately double that o f any casting m atrix  m icrohardness.
2.3. Com pression Tests
2.3.1. Com pression tests revealed considerable directionality o f  the ball 
m echanical properties as depicted in  Figure 68.
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3. Ball Plug/Casting Interface
3.1. Interface Contam inants
3.1.1. SEM /ED S analysis o f interface debris revealed the presence o f fine 
particles m ost likely originating from  the casting, see Figure 64. D etailed 
analysis o f  other ball plug casting interfaces confirm ed the presence o f 
casting chips as seen in  Figure 76.
3.2. C haracterization o f the Ball Plug/C asting H ole Interface
3.2.1. Ball plugs inserted into B& W  heat treated castings show  relatively 
“sm ooth” transverse interface as indicated in Figure 70.
3.2.2. A com parison o f the longitudinal cross sections o f the ball plugs inserted 
into EA P “B ase” and B& W  heat treated castings indicates that EA P 
“B ase” castings exhibit severe subsurface deform ation visible as 
directional “flow ” o f  the dendritic structure. This phenom enon is due to 
the h igher m icrohardness o f EA P “B ase” castings, see Figure 71. This 
deform ation results in a localized 40% increase in casting m atrix  
m icrohardness at the ball/casting hole w all interface as Figure 72 
indicates.
3.2.3. In EA P heat treated castings m atrix  cracking w as observed in the severely 
deform ed build up m aterial in front o f the ball as indicated  in  Figure 77.
3.2.4. SEM  observations o f the displaced m aterial in the front o f the ball show 
deep cracks and the undesirable layered structure o f  the casting m aterial, 
see Figures 78a and b.
3.2.5. In som e castings the ball plug/casting interface exhibits wavy gaps. These 
gaps m ost likely can be attributed to the m etal m atrix  heterogeneity  and 
the shearing o f the ball lap, see Figure 75.
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3.3. Laboratory Pressure Tightness Tests
3.3.1. A  ball plug system  w ith a difference betw een the ball and the hole 
diam eters o f 0.07m m  was observed to leak at an in ternal channel pressure 
o f 80 psi, w hereas a diam eter difference o f 0 .05m m  resulted in the ball 
plug leakage at a pressure o f 20 psi as Table 14 indicates.
3.4. B all Insertion Speed Tests
3.4.1. The EA P “B ase” heat treated casting ball insertion speed test revealed that 
a speed o f O.Olmm/s results in an alm ost linear increase o f load w ith 
displacem ent, w hereas the use o f a lOmm/s speed results in a rapid 
increase o f load follow ed by a rapid descent and leveling  o ff o f the load as 
seen in Figure 79.
3.4.2. SEM  observations o f the hole w all surface fo llow ing slow (O.Olmm/s) 
ball-p lug insertion into both EAP “B ase” and B & W  heat treated castings 
revealed the B& W  heat treated castings have a h igher ability to sustain the 
subsurface dam age during the ball plug insertion as indicated in Figure 80.
3.4.3. Lubricant use reduces the m axim um  load reached under the sam e insertion 
conditions as shown in Figure 82.
3.5. SEM  Investigation o f the Leak Path and M echanism s
Tw o ball plug leak m echanism s were observed: the ball shearing 
m echanism , w here localized leaks occurred in  the ball/hole interface sheared 
regions and the hole wall scratching m echanism , w here leaks occurred in the 
grooves generated during the oil line (hole) drilling operation.
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3.5.1. Ball Shearing Mechanism
3.5.1.1. Leak m echanism  analysis indicates that the ball shearing m echanism  is 
dom inant in the B& W  heat-treated heads, as Table 16 indicates.
3.5.1.2. This m echanism  is characterized by the sheared ball deposits (laps) 
layered on the casting hole w alls as seen in Figures 105a-c, 106a, and 
107a. It is believed that rem nant casting chips act as wedges betw een 
the ball and the hole w all during the insertion process resulting in the 
ball lap shearing. In three cases such casting chips w ere observed in  the 
cavity o f the ball sheared region as depicted in F igures 101a,d, 102a,b, 
103a,b, and 107.
3.5.2. H ole W all Scratch M echanism
3.5.2.1. Leak m echanism  analysis indicates that the hole w all scratch m echanism  
is dom inant in the EA P “B ase” heat treated heads, as indicated in Table 
16.
3.5.2.2. This m echanism  is characterized by deep grooves in  the hole w alls, 
w hich consequently lead to a lack o f contact betw een the ball and the 
hole wall as seen in Figures 109a-d. As a result the ball surface is not 
locally “shaved” during the ball plug insertion as indicated in Figures 
108a,b,d,e. In one case, m achining chips w ere observed in the hole w all 
scratched groove as Figure 110a,b shows. In another case, interrupted 
m achining scratch m arks w ere observed on the rim  o f  the ball p lug hole 
as seen in Figure 111. This leaking m echanism  is believed to be a tool 
m achining related problem .
Note: M ost likely the random  sequence o f the hole w all m achining and the ball
plug insertion in the B& W  and EA P heat treated castings could  be im portant in
the generated results.
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3.6. Finite Element Analysis of Ball and Cylinder Plug Systems
Tw o cylinder head oil line plug system s were sim ulated: the ball plug system , and 
the cylindrical plug system.
3.6.1. The Ball Plug System
3.6.1.1. It was determ ined that the stress concentration regions are localized at 
the ball/casting contact interface, w hich supports the SEM  and flHV 
observations o f the interface casting m atrix  deform ation and hardening 
respectively.
3.6.1.2. Interface pressure was found to range from  35,383 Pa for protruding 
boss design (holes 410/412) as indicated in Figure 115, to 40,868 Pa for 
short bosses (holes 506/507) as seen in Figure 119.
3.6.1.3. It was determ ined that the von M ises stress distribution is independent o f 
the boss geometry. Both protruding and short boss configurations have 
sim ilar stress fields as can be seen in Figures 115 and 119.
3.6.1.4. Protruding bosses have balanced tension com pression regions in  the 
casting, and a dom inant tension region in the ball plug as Figure 116 
indicates. Tension was determ ined to be at 2,133 Pa, and com pression 
to be at -2 ,295  Pa. Short bosses have a dom inant com pression region in 
the casting at -1 ,0 6 5  Pa, and a decreased but focused tension region in 
the ball at 3,920 Pa as seen in Figure 120.
3.6.2. The Cylindrical Plug System
3.6.1.1. It was determ ined that for identical cylinder diam eter as the ball 
diam eter, the stress concentration regions are distributed through the 
plug/casting contact interface. This prevents severe plug shearing and 
aids the sealing properties on the considerably longer interface in 
com parison to the ball plug.
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3.6.1.2. Interface pressure was found to range from  33,767 Pa in  the p lug to 
73,654 Pa in the casting for protruding boss design (holes 410/412) as 
Figure 117 indicates. Short bosses (holes 506/507) were found to  have 
the sam e pressure o f 79,579 Pa in both the p lug and the casting as 
indicated in  Figure 121.
3.6.1.3. It was determ ined that the von M ises stress distribution is dependant on 
the boss design. Protruding boss stress distribution extends to the 
outside walls o f the boss as seen in  Figure 117, w hereas short boss stress 
distribution is m ore concentrated as indicated in F igure 121.
3.6.2.4. P rotruding bosses w ere found to  have a dom inant com pression region 
w ith varying levels o f intensity ranging from  -1 ,4 6 4  P a  to -1 3 ,4 4 0  P a  as 
Figure 118 indicates. Tension regions are alm ost non-existent except for 
two th in  bands o f 10,513 Pa intensity, present in the casting walls. Short 
bosses w ere found to  have an intensified com pression region at -1 9 ,4 7 2  
Pa as seen in Figure 122.
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Chapter 10 Recommendations
W ith  the industrial im plem entation o f the m ajority  o f the findings (as outlined
herein) the 3.0L  D EW  Jaguar cylinder head leakage problem  has been  elim inated. The
details o f the successful collaborative effort betw een the N SER C /Ford/U niversity  o f 
W indsor IRC and the Ford M otor C om pany are presented in the enclosed  letter from  M s. 
K im  P ittel and M r. Bob Sm illie, dated July  17th 2000, and found in  A ppendix I.
1. 319 A1 Cylinder Head Castings
1.1. H eat T reatm ent Cycle
1.1.1. In order to im prove the casting m icrostructure and low er the m atrix  
m icrohardness to |±HV25=90 (which resulted  in the optim um  m echanical 
properties) the existing EA P TSR  can be altered to 10-11 hours in duration 
at 470°C , follow ed by a solution treatm ent o f  3-4 hours in length at 500°C.
1.1.2. The artificial ageing param eters can be altered to e ither 265°C for 4  hours, 
or 270°C  for 3 hours. This should ensure a m icrostructural hom ogeneity  
o f 0.0. D iscussions w ith the EA P m anagem ent to  im plem ent both 
processes are under way.
1.2. H ole Boss G eom etry
1.2.1. Im provem ents can be m ade in the design o f  the cylinder head bosses to 
m axim ize their rigidity. This can be accom plished by adding ribs in 
strategic locations.
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2. Plug Characteristics
2.1. Ball P lug  M etallurgical Characteristics
2.1.1. Ensure high m etal quality, free o f surface oxides, in order to elim inate lap 
form ation.
2.2. Surface and Subsurface M orphology
2.2.1. U tilize the heat treatm ent to optim ize the ball recrystallization structural 
uniform ity to reduce or elim inate the grain directionality  resulting from  
the ball forging operations.
2.3. M atrix  M icrohardness
2.3.1. Carrying out feasibility studies if  raising the m icrohardness beyond 
flHV 2 5 = 2 0 0  w ill ensure even sealing properties and im prove the pressure 
tightness.
2.4. C ylinder Plug Characteristics
2.4.1. In order to control the cylinder head pressure tightness im plem ent the 
cylinder plugs in the critical 400 and 600 series externally located holes. 
W here the ball plugs could still be used in the low er leakage risk  500 
series internally located holes.
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3. Ball Plug/Casting Interface
3.1. B all Shearing M echanism
3.1.1. Ensure the m icro cleanliness o f the hole w all surface prior to  the insertion 
o f the ball.
3.2. H ole W all Scratching M echanism
3.2.1. Investigate possible tooling and m achining involvem ent in the form ation 
o f these scratches.
3.3. Finite E lem ent Analysis o f Ball and C ylinder Plug System s
3.3.1. B ased on the stress distributions in  the two plug system s, cylindrical plugs 
should be used instead o f the ball plugs to seal the oil holes as they 
provide greater security against leaking. T heir interface pressure is 
d istributed evenly through the plug/casting contact region and is 
independent of the boss design. This offers a m ore reliable sealing surface 
as com pared to the ball plugs, w hich have a concentrated stress on the thin 
plug/casting contact region.
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Chapter 11 Future Work
The m ain objective to elim inate the leaking problem  have been achieved.
H ow ever, additional w ork m ight include the following:
1. A n investigation o f the deep hole drilling tool design and its use in order to 
elim inate the hole wall scratching m echanism .
2. Further im provem ent o f the ball plug structure by the addition o f reinforcem ent 
particulates to design a specialized M M C dedicated to the oil line sealing.
3. M icrostructural analysis o f the cylindrical plug system, including m icrohardness 
testing and light optical m icroscopy observations o f the interface.
4. Possible redesign o f the cylinder head bosses in order to m axim ize their rigidity.
5. U tilization o f the AIT AS (A lum inum  Therm al Analysis System ) for E A P casting 
process control.
6. O ptim ization o f the Sr level in the EA P m elt in order to  determ ine if  sm aller 
am ounts o f Sr w ill be sufficient.
7. A dditional FEA  m odeling considering elasto-plastic and plastic  deform ations as 
well as 3-dim ensional analysis.
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July 17, 2000
Dr. Ross Paul, President 
University o f Windsor 
5th Floor, Chrysler Hall Tower 




RE: Ford Essex Aluminum Plant (EAP) and Cleveland Engine Plant (CEP) Support
for the NSERC/Ford/University of Windsor Industrial Research Chair (IRC) 
in Light Metals Casting Technology
On behalf o f the Ford Motor Company, we would like to express our appreciation to the 
NSERC/Ford/University o f Windsor Industrial Research Chair (IRC) in Light Metals Casting 
Technology and recommend continued support for the program.
For the past several months we have been collaborating with Dr. Sokolowski and 
members o f the IRC team on an important project entitled “Investigation o f the 3.0L DEW/ 
Jaguar Cylinder Head Oil Line Ball Plug Leak”. This project is a primary concern to both of our 
plants as EAP produces the cylinder heads in question while CEP machines them and assembles 
them into engines. The IRC team has helped identity the causes o f the leaking problem in this 
component and has proposed practical solutions. As a result of this collaborative effort, we are 
happy to report that the situation has been considerably improved. This has helped avoid a 
substantial negative economic impact for the Ford Motor Company. An IRC graduate student 
(Mr. Daniel Szablewski) continues to collaborate with our staff on this issue, and it is the primary 
focus o f his M aster’s thesis.
We believe that expanded IRC participation in the Mechanical, Automotive and Materials 
Engineering program at the University o f Windsor will have wide ranging benefits for the Ford 
Motor Company, University of Windsor students and the University in general. Ford EAP 
currently benefits heavily from the involvement o f University of W indsor Co-op Education 
students. Over the past several years, EAP has hired a substantial number o f University of 
Windsor graduates. There is reason to believe that CEP and other Ford Plants could derive 
similar benefits from involvement in the University’s educational program. We believe that a
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unique opportunity exists for the University of Windsor to establish a clear leadership role in 
metal casting research and training through the establishment o f a Ford/University o f Windsor 
Aluminum Casting Research Institute. We would support this initiative and hope that it comes to 
fruition in the near future. We look forward to expanding the level of collaboration both of our 
plants have with Dr. Sokolowski and the ERC team.
its #  1 and 2
cc: Dr. Paul Latour (Director, University-Industry Projects, NSERC)
Dr. Walter Evans (Senior Staff Technical Specialist, Ford, Dearborn)
Mr. Warren MacKinnon (Plant Manager, Ford, CPDC)
Prof. Neil Gold (Vice-President Academic, University o f Windsor)
Dr. Attahiru Alfa (Associate Vice-President Research, University of Windsor) 
Dr. Graham Reader (Dean, Faculty o f Engineering)
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I w ould  like to thank Dr. W ojciech K asprzak for his assistance w ith the cylinder 
head heat treatm ent experim ents described in Chapter 3. Dr. K asprzak aided in  the 
design o f  the laboratory heat treatm ent experim ental procedure, w hich lead to the results 
described in  that chapter.
I w ould  like to thank Dr. J.H . Sokolow ski for his help w ith the im age analysis 
studies presented in Chapter 4.
I w ould also like to  thank Dr. K asprzak and Dr. Sokolow ski for their extensive 
help w ith  the post-experim ental analysis o f the scratch test, the com pression test, and the 
characterization o f the ball plug/casting hole interface, described in C hapter 4.
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